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1.
INTRODUCTION
This thesis is conerned with the extension of the classical 
theory of martingales of real random variables as contained in Doob [4] 
to the abstract theory of martingales of random variables whose values 
lie in a real Banach space. Extensions of almost all the convergence 
theorems in [4] for discrete parameter martingales can be found in Chatterji 
[1] and [2], Scalora [10], Tulcea and Tulcea [12], and Driml and Hans [5].
In addition to extending the existing theory this thesis also attempts 
to further the correlation between the abstract and classical theories.
To pursue this aim I follow much of the development of [4] and show how 
frequently its proofs can be abstracted in a straight forward manner.
To do this satisfactorily ■ it has been necessary to define and use a type 
of measurability for a Banach-valued function analogous to the type of 
measurability for a real-valued function used in [4]. In chapters 2 and 3 
I demonstrate the properties of such a measurable function and those of its 
conditional expectations.
As might be expected certain additional restrictions are frequently 
required in the extended theory. Two attitudes have been adopted towards 
the nature of these restrictions; either they are placed on the Banach 
space itself or on the martingale. [1], [2], [10], and [12] often 
require the Banach space to be reflexive but not necessarily separable, 
though in theorem 4 [12] reflexivity can be replaced by the condition that 
the space be separable and be the conjugate space of a Banach space. On
the other hand Driml and Fans [5] tends to place restrictions on the 
martingale itself: however they always deal with separable Banach spaces.
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The first of these attitudes is better suited to my purpose of 
correlating the abstract and classical theories. Because of this [5] 
is not regarded as a basic reference. On the other hand the method of 
proving the existence of the conditional expectation of a Bochner 
integrable function in [5] is more natural than that used in [10] and 
is similar to my own. The device is a common one in integration theory.
In Chapter 1 I have defined those terms whose definitions are 
independent of concepts which occur later on in the paper. I have also 
included indexes of symbols and terms.
In Chapter 2 I define and develop two types of measurability one 
of which is essentially different from those in common use (Ounford 
and Schwartz [6] and Hille and Phillips [9]) but which bears a far closer 
resemblance to the type of measurability for a real-valued function used 
in [4], The relationships among these types of measurability and those 
in [6] and [9] are discussed. A relationship between the concepts of 
integrability in [6] and [9] is also given together with those properties 
of Bochner integrable functions which are required in this thesis.
In Chapter 3 I demonstrate the existence and properties of conditional 
expectations of measurable functions which are also Bochner integrable 
and define martingales of such functions. The development in Chapters 
2 and 3 does not exploit the relevant work in Hans [8] and [10]: 
however it seems to me that my treatment is more basic and unified than 
the alternative of incorporating results in [8] and [10] piecemeal.
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In Chapter 4 I extend the concept of a separable stochastic process 
and several theorems pertaining to it. And in Chapter 6 results in [4] 
on optional skipping and sampling are extended.
In Chapter 5 I deal with martingale convergence theorems. This 
chapter is comprised of three sections. Firstly, several theorems in 
§4 chapter VII [4] are extended. Next I extend the theorems in the 
first section to martingales with linear uncountable parameter sets.
Finally, several theorems in §11 chapter VII [4] on ’continuous parameter ’ 
martingales are extended.
I have also included an appendix containing various results on 
real-valued integrable functions, a-fields, and separable sets whose 
statements or proofs do not appear in those texts with which I am familiar.
The definitions, theorems, notations, and remarks of which the text 
is composed are numbered serially in a single system that proceeds by 
sections. Chapters 1 and 4 each have only one section, while chapters 
2, 3, 5, and 6 are divided into several sections. Accordingly, the 
second numbered item in chapter 4, in this case a notation, is denoted 
by notation 4.2;, and the third item (a theorem) in section 2 of 
chapter 5 is denoted by theorem 5.2.3. The theorems, definitions, and 
remarks in the appendix are denoted, for instance, theorem 1 of the appendix.
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CHAPTER 1
Preliminary Definitions and Notation
This chapter consists of the definitions, or references for the 
definitions, of basic concepts together with some basic notation.
[4]» [6]s [7]3 and [9] are used throughout this thesis as references 
not only for results but also for the definitions of many concepts.
Notation 1.1;
(i) I+ denotes the set of positive integers and I the set 
of negative integers.
(ii) For each n z I+ , the set
{m z I+| < n} is denoted by J .' = n
(iii) R denotes the real line.
Notation 1.2; Let W be a non-empty abstract space.
(i) If A is a subset of iJ and if C is a non-empty class 
of subsets of W, then the class {Cf\A|CeC} is denoted by C O  A.
(ii) If A is a non-empty subset of W and If V is a non-empty 
class of subsets of A, then the minimal q-field of subsets of A
(III.4.2 [6]) which contains V is denoted by o.(V)„ That is,
A
cr (£?) is the G-field relative to A which is generated by V . 
a (P) is written o(V).
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(iii) If t is a topology for W, then o (t) is denoted by
i3(W). B(W) is the Borel field of (W5t ) and its elements are the 
Borel subsets of (W,t).
(iv) If A is a subset of W, then A denotes the closure
of A in (W,t).
(v) If A and B are subsets of W, then A A B denotes the
symmetric difference (AvB) U  (B\A) and occasionally A H  B is written
AB.
(vi) If {M ,n £ I+ } is a sequence of disjoint subsets of W s then
^  00 oo
if it is desirable to emphasize the disjointness [_J I! is written £ M
n=l n=l
and 11. Ü  H. is written M. + II.. i j i 3
(vii) If A is a subset of T7, then define
I : x £ W ->A 1
0
if x £ A 
if x t A .
(viii) 4> always denotes the empty set.
Notation 1.3: (ft,r,P) is used to denote the underlying measure space,
which is a complete probability space (pp.31, 73, and 191 Halmos [7]), 
in this thesis. An arbitrary element of will be denoted by u).
Definition 1.4:
(i) An element A of T is said to be P-negligible if PA « 0.
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(ii) A a-field of subsets of ft which is contained in r is 
called a q-subfield of V .
(iii) A a-subfield $ of T is said to be complete if every
subset of every ?~negligible element of $ is an element of $.
(iv) A a-subfield $ of T is said to be P-complete if every
P-negligible element of r is an element of $.
(v) If $ is a a-subfield of r, then the a-subfield of r
which is generated by $ and the class of P-negligible elements of r 
is called the P -completion of $.
Notation 1.5:
(i) If $ is a a-subfield of T, then its P-completion is
denoted by The notation of a dash superscript on a a-subfield of
T will always denote its P-completion.
(ii) If $ is a a-subfield of r, then denotes the restriction$
of P to 
Remark 1,6^
(i) Clearly I”  = r.
(ii) If $ is a a-subfield of r, then A ’ is an element of
if, and only if, there exists an element A of $ such that
P ( A ’ A A) = 0,
6.
(iii) Plainly the smallest P-complete o-subfield of V which 
contains the o-subfield $ of r is
(iv) Clearly is complete“ however it is in general strictly
larger than the smallest complete o-subfield of T which contains
Notation 1.7: Let X be a real Banach space (linear space over the
reals with a norm || ||) and let £ be a function on ß into X.
(i) The additive identity of X is denoted by 6.
(ii) I|x|I denotes the value of || || at x e X.
(iii) I I £ I I denotes the real-valued composite function
II I I 0 e : a■* R.
(iv) The conjugate space of X (II.3.7 [6]) is denoted by X* 
and an arbitrary element of X* by
(v) <x,£*> denotes the value of e X* at x e X.
(vi) A norm is defined on X* by
I I H I  = l.u.b. { I <x,C*> I ||x|| < 1}.
(vii) <£,£*> denotes the real-valued composite function
£* 0 £ : R.
(viii) S^(x) denotes an open sphere in X with centre x e X 
and radius r > 0. Similarly3 S^[x] denotes a closed sphere in X 
with centre x e X and radius r > 0.
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Remark 1.8:
(i) All the Banach spaces which appear in this thesis are assumed 
implicitly to be real.
(ii) The definition of a B~subspace of a Banach space is given 
in definition 10 of the appendix.
Definition 1.9°. Let X be a Banach space and let £ be a function on 
0 into X.
(i) If £(ft) is a finite subset of X s then £ is said to be 
finitely-valued.
(ii) If £(ft) is a countable subset of X, then E, is said to 
be countably-valued.
Definition 1.10; Let X be a Banach space; (0,rsP) a complete 
probability space.
(i) If a proposition is valid outside of a P-negligible element 
of a a-subfield $ of Ts then the proposition is said to be valid
a.e. . P a.e. is written for P ., a.e. and P a.e..
(ii) A function £ : -> X is said to be P^ a.e. separably-
valued if there exists a P-negligible element A of $ such that 
£(ft\A) is a separable subset of X.
(iii) Convergence everywhere or a.e. signifies pointwise
convergence everywhere or a.e. respectively.
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(iv) Let £ : ft ■+ X and let {£ ,n e I+} be a family ofn
functions on fi to X. The sequence {£^} is said to converge to
£ almost uniformly relative to $ if to every £  > 0 there is an element
A * of $ such that£
PAÄ < S
and {£ } converges uniformly to E, onn 5
Definition 1.11: Let X be a Banach space, (ft,r,P) a complete
probability space. If £ : tt -*■ X, then the P- equivalence class of £ y 
denoted [£] , is defined by
[?]„ = {p : SI - x|p = C P„ a.e.}.
Write [£] for [£]$l and for UJj,.
Definition 1.12: The concepts of measurable and integrable real-valued
functions used in this thesis are as in Halmos [7], However, since a real­
valued measurable function is always defined on if it is measurable
with respect to the measurable space where $ is a o-subfield
of T, then the function is said to be measurable with respect to
Notation 1.13: If f is an integrable real-valued function, then E(f)
will frequently be used to denote / fdP. Occasionally this notation will
Q
be used in the generalized sense; that is, if f is a real-valued
measurable function, then E(|f|) < °° if, and only if, 
integrable.
f is
10.
CHAPTER 2
Measurability and Integrability
The object of this chapter is threefold" firstly, to define a type 
of measurability for a Banach-valued function analogous to the type of 
measurability for a real-valued function used in [4]; secondly, to 
demonstrate some of the relationships among several types of measurability' 
thirdly, to collate those results which are required in later chapters.
Two types of measurability are introduced in section 2.1 and some of 
the relationships between them are discussed. One of these types of 
measurability is effectively strong measurability with respect to a 
probability space which is not necessarily complete. There are also 
included in section 2.1 several miscellaneous definitions and results 
on measurability which are required in this thesis.
Theorem 2.2.1 demonstrates the equivalence under certain conditions 
of several types of measurability. It is then proved in theorem 2.2.3 
that the concepts of integrability in [6] and [9] coincide if (Q,r,P) 
is the underlying measure space. There then follow several miscellaneous 
definitions and theorems on integrable functions and on the convergence in 
measure of a sequence of measurable functions. Finally there are included 
several results on the uniform integrability of a family of integrable 
functions.
2.1 Measurability
Let X be a Banach space, (ft,F,P) a complete probability space,
and <i> a cr-subfield of V.
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Definition 2.1.1; A function £ : ft -► X is said to be X-measurable 
with respect to $ if
(i) £ ^(A) e $ for every A z 8(X)
and (ii) £ is P^ a.e. separably-valued.
Notation 2.1.2: If a function £ is X-measurable with respect 
to write E, is an X r.v.$. X r.v.T will be written Xr.v. .
The plurals will be given no inflexion.
Definition 2.1.3; A function £ : ft -► X is said to be SX-measurable 
with respect to $ if there exists a sequence ^ n »n e of finitely-
valued Xr.v.$ which converges a.e. to £.
Notation 2.1.4: If a function £ is SX-measurable with respect to 
write £ is an SXr.v.<&. SXr.v.r will be written SXr.v. .
The plurals will be given no inflexion.
The relationships between the concepts of X-measurability and 
SX-measurability will now be summarized. One of these is proved directly 
below. The rest are separate theorems9 stated and proved later in this 
section.
Summary 2.1.5:
(i) If £ is an Xr.v.$, then £ is an SXr.v.$.
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(ii) £ is an SXr.v.ß1 if, and only if, £ is an Xr.v.$’.
(iii) If £ is an Xr.v.$? and if p e [£], then p is an
X r . v . .
(iv) If £ is an Xr.v.*’, then there exists p e [£] such
that p is an Xr.v.$.
(v) If £ is an SXr.v.$, then there exists p e [£]^ such
that p is an Xr.v„<!>.
Proof6. Parts (i) and (ii) follow immediately from theorems 2.1.16 and 
2.1.17. Part (iii) is implied by part (ii); nevertheless it will be 
proved independently.
If £ is an Xr,v.$'9 then there exists a P-negligible element 
of T such that £(ft\A^) is separable. Also if p e [£], then 
there exists a P-negligible element A^ of r such that
p = £ on fixA^»
Therefore, since it follows from theorem 7 of the appendix that 
p(ft\(A^U A 2 ^  separable, p is P a.e. separably-valued.
Moreover if A e B(X), then
P ~1(A) = [p_1(A)n (fi\A2)] U  [p~V) n  A2]
= tr1(A> rI (s!\a2)] u [p_1(a) n a2j
e 4> ’ .
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Therefore p is an Xr.v.$'.
Finally theorem 2.1.18 and remark 2.1.12 are restatements of parts 
(iv) and (v) respectively.
Theorem 2.1.6: A function £ : ft -► X is an Xr.v.$ if. and only
if s
(i) £ ^(F) e $ for every closed set F in X
and (ii) £ is P^ a.e. separably-valued.
Proof : Since B(X) is generated by the norm topology for X and
since an inverse mapping preserves all set operations, this theorem is 
equivalent to the definition of an Xr.v.$>.
Theorem 2.1.7; If £ is a finitely-valued Xr.v.<S>’ , then there 
exists a finitely-valued Xr.v.$ p such that
p = £ P a.e. .
Proof: By definition there exist n e I 0 {x.„i e J > C  X, andi n —
{A^,i e J^} where 0 Aj = <f> if i ^ j 3 such that
n5 = I V a ' •i=l i
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For each i e J^, remark 1.6(ii) implies that there exists A^ e $
such that P(A. A A]) = 0. Therefore the function i i
p = X  xiVi=l l
where = A^ and = A
AJ
for i = 2,... ,n
j<i
is a finitely-valued Xr.v.$ which equals £ P a.e. .
Theorem 2.1.8: Let and be Xr.v.$. If A is an element of
4> and Y is a countable subset of X such that
£±(ß\ A) C Y for i = 1,2, 
then for every a > 0
A) O (w| I |€^ (u>) - £2(üj) I I < a} £ $.
Proof", Put Y into a sequence, {y^n e say. Then for every
a > 0
(ft\ A) n  {w| I U 1(o)) “ C2(^ ) I I < a> =
(ß x A) n  ( (J {U)| I I c (m) - y | | < a - —}
n>2;i n
3S
n  {w|I|52(w) - yi|I < f>)
£ $.
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Remark 2.1.9:
(i) Clearly there can always be found a P-negligible A and 
a Y which satisfy the conditions of theorem 2.1.8.
(ii) If and are Xr.vd such that £^ (ft) and
are separable, then theorem 2d.8 implies that
is an Rr.v.k
(iii) If and are Xr.v.4*, then clearly it follows
from theorem 2.1.8 and remark 2.1.9 (i) that is an Rr.v.$f.
-j-Theorem 2.1.1h If (£^,n £ I ) is a sequence of Xr,v.$> such that
is separable for every n e I+ , then H = {m|lim^ (go) exists) z
it-*»
Proofi It follows from remark 2.1.9 (ii) and theorem A §20 [7] that 
for each ra z I the real-valued function defined by
g  ' CO Z t i  -+ m lim I I ^ n+m(w) ~ K (oo) i I if the limit exists n-*» n
a 0 otherwise
C 4
is an Rr.vd. Therefore, since
M = {oo I lim I I (go) - € (w)| I = 0 for every m z I+) , 
n-x»
00
m = n  g“1({o}), m m=l
z $.
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Theorem 2.1.11; If {£ ,n e I+} is a sequence of Xr.v.$ and if N 
is any element of $ such that
NC{w|lim£ M  exists}, 
n^ H»
then the function
0) £ ti -*■ lim£ (w)
rv>oo
if w e N
b
,
if w i N
>
where b is any element of X, is an Xr.v.$.
Proof: Let F be any closed set in X„ For every natural number
r let
{x|x e X and g.l„b||x-y|| 
yeF
It follows that
p' i(f)0»=nun En(v ^9r=l m n>m
e $
and that p_, (F) \  NN a \ n 
4»
if b e F 
if b I F .
Hence if F is any closed set in X 5 then
P ( F )  e
17.
It follows from theorem 8 of the appendix that p„T is P^ a.e. 
separably-valued. Therefore, since p T satisfies the conditions of
theorem 2.1.6, it is an Xr.v.$.
Remark 2,1,12: Theorem 2.1.11 implies that if a sequence of Xr.v.$
converges a.e., then there exists an Xr.v.$ to which it
converges a.e. .
The statements and proofs of theorems 2.1.13 - 2.1.16 are based on 
those of theorem 11.1(2), proposition 11.13, proposition 11.14, and 
theorem 11.2 in Dinculeanu [3] respectively.
4-Theorem 2.1.13; If (£^,n e I } is a sequence of Xr.v.$ which converges 
P^ a.e. to a function £, then ^ n»n e converges to £ almost
uniformly relative to $.
Proof; Given £ > 0. We shall construct an element Mg of $ such 
that
P(Q\ llg )  < £
and
converges uniformly to £ on tig.
By theorem 8 of the appendix there exist a P-negligible element
A of $ and a countable subset Y of X with the following pronerties0
18.
—  -{- (a) £ (fl \A) C  Y for every n e I ,
and (b) {£ } converges to £ everywhere onn
It is an immediate consequence of theorem 2.1.8 that
M = (fixA) H ( O  {w||| £ (w) - £ (w) I I < ■”>)
3 p 5q>n p q
e $ for every pair of natural numbers (n,r).
For every r, (b) implies that {M ,n e I+ } is monotonen  9 x*
increasing as n increases and that
fi\A = ij i-4i n sr n=l
+ +Given & > 0. Then for each r e I there exists n e l  such thatr
P[ (fl \A)\I1 ] < —  for every j > n ,
J s r  2r = r
Define i-i, = n  'f-ö 1 ' n j,rr=l r
e $.
This set clearly has the asserted properties.
Theorem 2.1.14; If £ is a countably-valued Xr.v.<*>, then there 
exists a sequence {f^n e I+ ) of finitely-valued Xr.v.$ with the 
following properties:
(i) converges to £ everywhere,
and (ii) ||? || < ||c|| everywhere for every n e I+ .XI **•
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Proof? Put the elements of into a sequence, {xn,n e l }  say.
The sequence {£^,n E 1+} defined by
£ : (a) e ft -*n S(w) n -1if a) e L J S ({x.}) i=l
for every n e I+, 
the theorem.
is a
0 if a i yj £ 1({x })
i-1
sequence which satisfies the requirements of
Theorem 2,1.15: If £ is an Xr.v.<*>, then there exist a P-negligible
4-element A of $ and a sequence (£n?n E I ) of countably valued 
Xr.v.<f> with the following properties:
(i) {£^} converges uniformly to £ on
and (ii) || £ || < ||^ || everywhere for every n e I+.
Proof: There exist a P-negligible element A of $ and a countable
subset Y of X such that
A) C  Y.
+Put the elements of Y into a sequence, {y ,p e I } say.P
Clearly M = (ßvA)fl C (^S, [y ]) n»P P3n
e $ for every pair of natural numbers (n,p).
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For each n e I+ , define a sequence {H^ ^,p e I+} of mutually
disjoint elements of $ by
p-1
J « M  and H = M ^  ( j M . for p = 2,3,... . n sl n,l n,p n sp n,i
Clearly
CO
{ j N = £2 \  Ai n , pp=l r
for each n e I+.
Put a = g.l.b ||£(w)|| for
n,p ueNn,p
n,p =
For each n e I , define the funcjtion
£ : a) e £2 -*n y p - n f j r if W £
0 if a) e
a
talcing as a convention that y^ is to be 0 if y = 0.
Clearly {£^} satisfies requirement (ii) of the theorem.
It follows from the construction of { that for each n,p e I ,
w e N implies that n,p
I U n(o>) - e(o))|| < ^  .
Hence for each n e I+ , the real function | | £ -£.| | satisfies
00
I k -51 I < -  on (J N - ß \A .1 1 n 1 1 n , n,pp=l
This establishes claim (i) of the theorem.
The next result uses most of the foregoing.
Theorem 2.1,16; If £ is an Xr.v.$, then there exists a sequence
{?n>n e I+} of finitely-valued Xr.v.$ with the following properties0
(i) ) converges P a.e. to B,,n <P
and (ii) | |£ | | < | j^ l I everywhere for every n e I+ . n —
Proof; It follows from theorem 2.1.15 and its proof that there exist 
a P-negligible element A of $ and a sequence ^Pn »n e of
countably-valued Xr.v.$ such that
iI€~P I I < —  on fl\A for every n e I+ ,
and I Ip |[ < I I £ I| everywhere for every n e I+ . n —
Theorem 2.1.14 implies that there exists, for each n e I+ , a sequence 
{pn psP £ I+) of finitely-valued Xr.v.$ such that
and
{pn ^,p e l }  converges to p^ everywhere
I IP_ „II < ||pl| everywhere for every p e I+ . n »P n
Accordingly theorem 2.1.13 implies that for every pair of natural
numbers (n,m) there exists an element M of $ such thatn,m
P( S i \ H ) < —  . -  n,m 2n ra
{p„ ,pn,p ih converges uniformly to p on Mnsmand n for every
22 .
Let H = A M e <±> fo r  each m e I .m ' ' n,m
n=1 + i  +Then for each hi e I * ) < — and {p ,p e I } convergesm m  n 5p
uniform ly to  p on II fo r  every n e I+ .
Let IT * U  ’I \ Ai m m=l
and
W. = I I  A \  A for  each k e I k mm=l
+
Then i s  a P ~ n e g lig ib le  elem ent o f  $>. {iT^?k e I } i s  a
monotone in cr ea sin g  sequence o f elem ents o f $ 9 and {pn p»p e I } 
converges uniform ly to p^ on for  a l l  n 9k e I+ . A ccordingly,
for  each n e I+ 9 th ere  e x i s t s  p such that
I Ip M  -  p (w)I I < — for  every w e N .II n n 9p 11 n nn
And so
I U -p„ IIn , p ‘
i  I U - p J I  + l |p n-P
< — on IT for  every n e I+ . 
n n
Denoting the d iagonal sequence
{p sn e I+} by {£ sn e I+> , n,p nrn
i t  fo llo w s  th at {£ } i s  a sequence o f f in it e ly -v a lu e d  Xr.v.<I> whichn
23 .
converges  to  £ on N. That i s y {C^} converges  P a . e .  to  £. 
Moreover I I P n M  1  | | £ |  i everyw here fo r  every  n e  I + ,  
and I |p n I I < I | p n l I everywhere f o r  a l l  n ,p  e I + .
Hence
| | C n M < I | ? | |  everyw here f o r  every  n e I + .
4.
T h e re fo re  { ^ n  c l }  s a t i s f i e s  th e  req u ire m en ts  o f  th e  theorem.
Theorem 2 . 1 . 1 7 : I f  £ i s  an S X r .v .$ ’ , th en  £ i s  an X r . v . $ ' .
P r o o f ; S ince  £ i s  an S X r .v .$ ’ s t h e r e  e x i s t  a sequence ^ n >n e l )  
o f  f i n i t e l y - v a l u e d  Xr.v.<}>* and a P - n e g l i g i b l e  elem ent N o f 
such t h a t  {^n > converges  everywhere to  £ on f t \ N .
Theorem 2 .1 .1 1  im p l ie s  t h a t  th e  fu n c t io n  p d e f in e d  by
p : w e ft ->• lim  Cn (w) 
n-x»
0
i f  ü) e ft \  N 
i f  u> e N
th en
i s  an X r . v . $ 5. Thus i f  A e S (X )?
r 1 (A) - (i"1 ( A ) \ H )  U (fV) ns)
= (p“ 1 ( A ) \ N )  U (C"1 (A)
£ $ ! .
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loreover  theorem 8 o f  th e  appendix im p l ie s  th a t  £ i s  P a . e .  s e p a r a b ly -  
v a lu e d .  T h erefore  £ i s  an X r . v . $ ’ .
Theorem 2 . 1 . 1 8 : If., £ i s  an X r . v . $ \  th en  th e re  e x i s t s  p e [£]
such  th a t  p i s  an X r .v ,$ .
P r o o f : Theorem 2 .1 .1 6  im p l ie s  th a t  th e r e  e x i s t s  a sequence
{ ^ , n  e I + ) o f  f i n i t e l y - v a l u e d  Xr.v.3>5 which converges  P a . e .  to
£. A ccord in g ly  i t  f o l lo w s  from theorem 2 . 1 . 7  th a t  th e r e  e x i s t s  a sequence
{pR,n  e I + ) o f  f i n i t e l y - v a l u e d  X r .v .$  such th a t
p = £ P a . e .  fo r  every  n e I+ . n n
C le a r ly  ^Pn >n e converges  P a . e .  to  £ .  And so theorem
2 .1 .1 0  im p l ie s  th a t  IT = {o>| limp^u)) e x i s t s )  i s  an elem ent o f  $ which
n-*°°
i s  o f  p r o b a b i l i t y  one. T h erefore  i t  f o l lo w s  from theorem 2 .1 .1 1  th a t  
th e  f u n c t io n  p d e f in e d  by
p ; co e Q, limp ( c d )  nrr*»
e
i f  u E F
cd i  F
s a t i s f i e s  the  requ irem en ts  o f  th e  theorem.
Theorem 2 . 1 . 1 0 : I f  £ i s  an X r . v . $ ,  th e n ,  fo r  any a > 1 ,  | | £ | | a
i s  an H r .v .* .
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P r o o f ; For a > 1 and c e
3 8
{w| I U (w ) II < c} =
th e  s e t
i f c < 0
c ~ 1 ( { e } ) i f
o1!U
r h s  1/ o [ e j ) i f c > 0
£ $.
Theorem 2 .1 .2 0 ; I f  £ i s  an X r .v .$ ,  th e n  th e re  e x i s t  a s e p a ra b le  
B -subspace L o f  X and an X r .v .$  p such th a t
p = S a . e .
and
P (ft) C L .
P ro o f : T here e x i s t s  a P - n e g l ig ib le  elem ent A o f $ and a
c o u n ta b le  su b se t Y o f  X such th a t
S ( f t \ A )  c  Y.
L et L be th e  c lo se d  l i n e a r  m an ifo ld  de term ined  by Y. Then d e f in i t i o n  
10 and rem ark 11 ( i i )  o f th e  appendix  im ply th a t  L i s  a s e p a ra b le  
B -subspace o f X. S ince  L e ß ( X ) 5 M = ft \ £  ^(L ) i s  c l e a r ly  a P- 
n e g l ig ib l e  elem ent o f  $ . M oreover £ (ft \M ) = ££^(L )
C  L.
Then th e  subspace L and th e  fu n c tio n
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p : a) e  ft ->• £ ( w ) i f ui e  f l \  M
Ö i f w e  M
a r e  as a s s e r t e d .
N o ta t io n  2 , 1 ,2 1 : I f  £ i s  an X r . v . ,  th e n  o (£ ^(A)|A  e 3(X)) w i l l  
be deno ted  by 8 (£) .  C le a r ly  i f  £ i s  an X r .v .$ .  th e n  8 (£) C  h
Theorem 2 . 1 . 2 2 ; I f  £ i s  an X r . v . ,  th e n  £ i s  an X r .v . 8 ( £ ) .
P r o o f ’ O bviously  i f  A e 8 (X ),  th e n
£ X(A) e B (?) .
A cco rd ing ly  i t  rem ains to  be shown t h a t  £ i s   ^ a . e .  s e p a ra b ly -
v a lu e d .  S ince  £ i s  an X r .v .  , t h e r e  e x i s t s  a P ~ n e g l ig ib le  e lem ent
A o f  T such  t h a t  £ ( f t \ A )  i s  s e p a r a b le .  L et Z = £ ( f t \ A ) .
Then M = £ ^(Z) i s  c l e a r l y  a P - n e g l i g i b l e  elem ent o f  8 ( £ ) .
Moreover £ ( f i \ M)  = ££ ^(Z)
C Z.
T h e re fo re  i t  fo l lo w s  from theorem 7 o f  th e  appendix  t h a t  £ i s  P7,^  ^ a . e ,  
s e p a r a b ly - v a lu e d .
N o ta t io n  2 .1 .2 3  > I f  {£t ? t  e 1} i s  a fam ily  o f  X r . v . ,  
a (£t ^ ( A) ] t  e T and A e 3(X )) 
w i l l  be denoted  by
8<£t , t  e T) .
tlien
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Clearly ß(5,t e T) is a a-subfield of T and clearly g(E ) Cg(£ ,t e T) t t t
for every t e T. Accordingly it follows from theorem 2.1.22 that 
{£f>t e T} is a family of Xr.v.ß(£t,t e T).
2.2 Integrability
In this section I establish conditions under which results in [6] 
and [9] can be transliterated into my nomenclature. This has permitted 
me to o^ iit many proofs and simply to refer to the corresponding results 
in [6] and [9].
Let X be a Banach space, (ft,r,P) a complete probability space, and $ a 
o-subfield of T.
Theorem 2.2.1; The following three statements are equivalent:
(i) £ is an Xr.v.$?.
(ii) £ is P^,-measurable with respect to ( f t 1,P^,)
(III.2.10 [6])
(iii) £ is strongly measurable with respect to (ft,#5,? ,)
(Definition 3.5.4 [9]).
Proof: III.6.9 [9] implies that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
And it follows from theorem 2.1.15 that (i) implies (iii) and from 
remark 2.1.12 and summary 2.1.5 (iii) that (iii) implies (i).
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It follows from theorem 2.2.1 that it is meaningful to say that an 
Xr.v. is Bochner integrable with respect to (^,r,P) (Definition 
3,7,3 [9]). And similarly it is meaningful to say that an Xr.v. is 
P-integrable with respect to (fi,FsP) (III.2.17 [6]). It will be 
assumed in future that (ft,r,P) is the underlying measure space for 
both types of integration.
Pjsrnark 2.2.2: Clearly a real-valued function is P-raeasurable with
respect to (ft,r,P) if, and only if, it is an Rr.v. and is 
P-integrable if, and only if, it is Lebesgue integrable (cf.
§25 Halmos [7]).
Theorem 2.2.1 implies that the class of Xr.v., the class of 
functions which are P-measurable with respect to (ft,r,P)s and the 
class of functions which are strongly measurable with respect to 
(fi,r,P) are identical. Accordingly it remains to be shown that the 
concepts of Bochner integration and P-integration coincide for (Q,T,P) 
and this will be done in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.2.3: Let £ be an Xr.v. .
(i) £ is Bochner integrable if, and only if, £ is P-
integrable.
(ii) If £ is Bochner integrable then (D.S ) /£dP = (B)/£dP
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for every A e V where the integrals are those of [6] and [9] respectively.
Proof; The validity of (i) is an immediate consequence of remark 
2.2.2, theorem 3.7.4 [9], and III.2.22 (a) [5]. (That is, that £ is 
Bochner (and ?~) integrable if, and only if, ||£|| is Lebesgue 
integrable.)
III.2.13 [5] and definition 3.7.2 [9] imply that every finitely- 
valued Xr.v. p is Bochner (and P-) integrable and that
(Q.S) / p dP = (B)fpdP for every A e T.
A A
Moreover theorem 2.1.16 implies that there exists a sequence 
{£n ,n e I+) of finitely-valued Xr.v. such that
and
{£^} converges P a.e. to £
I|S I I 1 I|£|I everywhere for every n e I+ .
Accordingly it follows from III.2.22 (a) [6] and III.6.16 [6] that
lim (D.S) J||£-£ | | dp = 0
i r * *  £2 n
which implies that
lim (D.S) /£ dP = (D.S) ]*£dP for every A z T.
rrxx. - n
It also follows from theorem 3.7.9 [9] that
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lim (B) fK dP = (B) J^dP for every A e r.
n-x» - n
Therefore, since
(D.S ) [ e, dP = (B) J k d'P ;för every A e r and n e 
it follows that
(D.S) J*£dP = (B) J e,dP for every A e T.
Notation 2.2.4:
(i) If K is a Bochner integrable Xr.v. and if K is an 
Xr.v.$ write K is a BXr.v.$. BXr.v.T will be written BXr.v.
(ii) The integrals of a BXr.v.E, will be written thus 
I KdP for A e T.
E(£) will frequently be used to denote /fdP.
£2
Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 enable us to attribute properties of P 
measurable functions and strongly measurable functions to Xr.v. and 
properties of P-integrable and Bochner integrable functions to BXr.v. . 
Those nroperties which will be used in this paper will be transliterated 
below. The reference for each result will be placed after its enumerator.
Remark 2.2.5:
(i) (Theorem 3.5.4 [9]). Let g be an Rr.v.<i>! and let a
and b be elements of R. If i and p are Tr.v.$'s then 8-K + bp and
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gp are Xr.v.$*.
(ii) (Definition 3.7,1 [9] and p.30 [0].) If £ is a BXr.v.,
then
</£dP,£*> = f < Z 3Z *>dP for every A e r and £* e X*.
A A
(iii) (Theorem 3.7.4 [9].) If £ is an Xr.v., then £ is a 
BXr.v. if, and only if E(||^j|) < °°.
(iv) (Theorem 3.7.5 [9)•) If (£.,i e J } is a set of BXr.v.1 n
and if {a.,i e J } is a subset of R, then 
n
£ a £ is a BXr.v. 
i=l 1 -
and
n n
/ \ aX.dP = J a./c.dP for every A e r.
A i=l i=l - 1
(v) (Theorem 3.7.6 [9].) If £ is a BXr.v., then
I I/£d?II < JI I £ I I d? for every A e T.
(vi) It follows from part (v) that if £ is a BXr.v. and if A 
is a P-negligible element of T , then
J t dP = 0.
(vii) (Theorem 3.7.7 [9].) If {£ ,n z I+} is a family of BXr.v.
such that
3 2 .
lim  S ( | U m-S n | | )  -  0 ,  
m,n+»
then there e x i s t s  a BXr.v. £ such that
lim E ( | |p - £  | | )  = 0  i f ? and only  i f ,  p e [ £ ] .  
n-x»
F in a l ly ,
lim  /£  dP = j£dP for every A e T.
n-x» - n
( v i i i )  ( I I I . 6 .16  [ 6 ] . )  Let 1 < p < <» and l e t  (£ n ,n e 
be a sequence o f  BXr.v. converging P a .e .  to £ : ft+X. Suppose 
th a t  E ( | | £  | | D) < <» for  every n e I + and th a t  there e x i s t s  a BXr.v. P 
such that
E(| IP I I P) < 00
and
I U n l I < I IP I I P a . e .  for every n e I '  .
Then £ i s  a BXr.v. such that
E(| U l  | P) < “
and lim 3 ( | | £ - £  j | P) -  C. 
nrx»
I t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  to demand the e x is te n c e  o f  a non-negative  BPr.v. g 
such that
E (SP ) < 00
33.
and
I I £ || < g Pa.e. for every n e I+
Since if x is any element of X suca that ||x|| = 1, then p 
can be taken to be gx.
(ix) (Theorem 3.7.10 [9].) Let {rl ,n c I+} be a set ofn
disjoint elements of T. I f ?  is a BXr.v.5 then
00
/ 5dP - I  / CdP.
EM n=l Mn n
(x) (Theorem 3.7.11 [9].) If £ is a BXr.v., then
A (A) = /£dP is a strongly absolutely continuous set function on r.
A
The next theorem is the extension of summaries 2.1.5 (ili) and (iv). 
Its proof is trivial and so will not be given.
Theorem 2.2.6:
(i) If K is a BXr.v.$7 and if p e [£], then p is a 
BXr.v.$ 1.
(ii) If K is a BXr.v.$!, then there exists p e [£] such 
that p is a BXr.v.$.
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of theorems 2.1.20 
and 2.2.6 (i) .
Theorem 2.2.7; If £ is a BXr.v.$, then there exist a separable B- 
subspace L of X and a BXr„v.$ p such that
34.
p = C a.e.
and
p(fl) <Z L.
The following theorem is my result; however the proof is similar 
to that of lemma 3 [5].
Theorem 2,2,8: Let B, be a BXr.v.$. Then
\ b,dP = 9 for every A e $
if, and only if,
£ = QV. a.e. .$
Proof; Remark 2.2.5 (v) implies that if B, = 0P a.e., then 
J B, dP = 9 for every A e r >  $.
A
So assume that \ b,dP = 9 for every A e $.
A
Then remark 2.2.5 (ii) implies that
/<£,£*>dP = 0 for every A e $ and £* e X*.
It follows from theorem 1 of the appendix that
<£ ,£*> = 0  P^  a.e. for every 4* £ X*.
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Clearly there exist a P-negligible element A of $ and a count-u
able subset Y of X such that £ ) c  Y.
Accordingly theorem 9 of the appendix implies that there exists
U * 9n e I+> c X* n  —
such that
\ \ K M \ \  - l.u.b. I <E, (o>) ,£*> I for every w e 
n
Clearly for each n c I+ , there exists a P-negligible element A^ 
of $ such that
< £ s £ *> = 0 on fi\A .
It follows tliat
I |C(w)| I = 0 for every u e SI \ (j A .
n=0 n
oo
Clearly A is a P-negligible element of $.
n=0 n
Therefore E, = 0Px a.e. .$
Theorem 2.2,9: Let E, and p be BXr.v.$7. Then
f ^ d P = fpdP for every A c $
if; and only ifs
£ = P P a.e. .
36.
Proof; It follows from remark 2.2,5 (iv) that 
j^dV = jpd? for every A e $ 
is equivalent to
/ (5~p)dP = 0 for every A e $.
A
Also remarks 2.2.5 (i) and (iv) imply that (£-p) is a BXr.v.$’.
And so it remains to be shown that
/(£-p)dP = 6 for every A e $
implies that
/ (£-p)dP = 6 for every A e
for then the conclusion of the theorem will follow from theorem
2. 2 . 8 .
Let N be any element of Then there exists an element
M of $ such that N \ M and M N IT are P-negligible elements of T. 
Accordingly it follows from remarks 2.2.5 (vi) and (ix) that
/ (£~p)dP = / (C-p)dP
N N-f (IT \ N)
= / (C“P )dP
M+(N V M)
= /(£• p)uP
H
= 9.
37.
Therefore, since >T was an arbitrary element of ,
/(£-p)dP = 6 for every A e $*.
Remark 2.2.10: The device of considering the values of an integral
over the elements of $ instead of over the elements of $ 7 will 
be used in future without comment.
Theorem 2,2.11: Let L be a B-subspace of X. Then a function
E, : ft -*• L is an Lr.v.$ if, and only if, E, is an Xr.v.$.
Koreover £ is a ELr.v. if, and only if, E, is a BXr.v.$.
Proof: Theorem 13 of the appendix states that the liorel field of the
Banach space L is identical with the class fc>(X) O  L. Since 
L e B(X), B(L) C o(X). Accordingly if E, is an Xr.v.$, then 
A e o(L) implies that
C"1(A) e
Also if E, is an Lr.v.$, then A e B(X) implies that 
r 1(A) = Z 1(A 0 L) LI £_1(A- L)
= c-1(a  0 L)
e $,
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Therefore it follows from remark 11 (i) of the appendix that £ is 
an Lr.v.$ if, and only if, £ is an Xr.v.$. The final statement of 
the theorem follows immediately from remark 2.2.5 (iii).
Definition 2,2.12: Let M be an element of r and let £ be an 
Xr.v. . £ is said to be Bochner integrable on M if, and only if, the 
function p defined by
K M if m c H
e if w i  M
is a BXr.v. . That is, £ is Bochner integrable on ?! if, and 
only if, £1 is a BXr.v. .
Definition 2.2.13: (III.2.7 [6].) A sequence {£^,n e of
Xr.v. is said to converge in measure to an Xr.v. K if
lim P{w|I|€(m) - € (<o)|| > S} - 0. 
n->°°
The convergence in measure of {£ ,n e I+} n to £ is denoted by
p-lim K = K. nrr*»
4 *
K is called the stochastic limit of {£ ,n e I }.---------------  n
Remark 2.2.14: Let {£ ,n e I+}------------- n be a sequence of Xr.v. .
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(i) (Theorem 3.5.1 [9].)
If there exists an Xr.v. E, such that {£ .n G converges
■ fP a.e. to then E, is also the stochastic limit of {£ .,n e l } .
(ii) (III.5.4 [6] and III.6.3 [6].) If
p-liin (.Km - K n ) * 03 m,n+«>
then there exist an Xr.v. £ and a subsequence
+ +{£ .,i e I } of {£ 9n z I } such thatn
and
p-lim £ = £r nn-**>
lim £ = £ P a.e. .
i-H» ni
Let Z be the set of all P-equivalence. classes of Xr.v. and d
the function Z x Z -► R defined by
d : ([£]9[p]> e Z x z +  g. 1. b. {51 P{u> | | |£(w)*-p (w)| | > £} < £}
/?
where £ and p are arbitrary elements of [£] and [p ]. Clearly d 
is well-defined. The proof of the next theorem is straight-forward 
and so will not be given.
Theorem 2.2.15: (Z,d) is a complete metric space 'There the metric
convergence is equivalent to the convergence in measure of arbitrary 
elements of the P-equivalence classes.
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Theorem 2.2.16: Let {^»t eT) be a family of Xr.v. whose parameter
set T is a subset of the extended reals. Suppose that is a 
limit point of T from the left (right) and that there exists an 
Xr.v. £ ) which is the stochastic limit of every sequenceV  t0+
,n £ I ) whose parameter set {s .n e 1 } is a subset of T such
n
that
s^ < t^ (s^ > tQ) for every n e I
and
lim s = t . 
n ~  n 0
Then p-lim £ = £ (p-lim K = K ,)
l  ^ s t" I . s t+sf t s^ t.
Proofs The proof will only be given for vrhen ^  is a limit point of T
from the left, since the proof for when t^ is a limit point of T
from the right is analogous.
"I"For each n e I , define
(t„--,t_) if tA is finite u n U u
(n> tQ) if tn = + 00J
and, for any & > 0, define, for each n e I ,
Al,
K = l.u.b. P{o||U ■~K.\ | > *}• 
tel T 0
Clearly for each n e I , there exists an s e I T such that
pfö|IUt II > • ■ > \  V0 n
Accordingly there exists {£ ,n e I } such that
n
s < t_ for every n e I n 0 J
+
and
lim s = t_ n 0n+°°
p{w|1U _-£s II > = i Kn for every n £ I+*t _ n
And so the hypothesis of the theorem implies that lim K = 0.
n+oo
Therefore, since S > 0 was arbitrary,
p~lim 5 = 5  
st t 0
Definition 2.2.17: A family {x^jt e T} of non-negative 3-r.v. is said
to be uniformly integrable if the foHoiking conditions are
satisfied;
(i) ECx^) *-s uniformly bounded in t
and (ii) lim / x dP = 0 uniformly in t.
PA-M3 Ä t
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That i s ,  th e  s e t  fu n c t io n s  /  x dP f o r  A e T a r e  u n ifo rm ly
A t-
a b s o lu t e ly  c o n t in u o u s .
Remark 2 . 2 .1 3 : (p .629  [ 4 ] . )
( i )  I t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  un iform  i n t e g r a b i l i t y  t h a t  E(x^) 
be u n ifo rm ly  bounded in  t  f o r  some a > 1.
( i i )  I f  ( x ^ n  £ i s  a sequence o f  n o n -n e g a t iv e  BRr.v.
converg ing  P a . e .  to  x w i th  e x p e c ta t io n s  converg ing  to  th e  f i n i t e  
l i m i t  K, th e n  E(x) < K. There i s  e q u a l i t y  i f ,  and on ly  i f ,
-f.
{x^ ,n  e I  } i s  u n ifo rm ly  i n t e g r a b l e .
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 2 .1 9 : A fam ily  (£ t> t  e T} o f  BXr.v. i s  s a id  to  be
u n ifo rm ly  i n t e g r a b l e  i f  { | I C1 1 | »t  e T} i s  u n ifo rm ly  i n t e g r a b l e .
Theorem 2.2.2Ch ( I I I . 6 .15 [ 6 ] . )  L et {£^ ,n  e ) be a sequence
o f  X r .v .  which converges  P a . e .  to  an X r .v .  £ . I f ,  f o r  some
a > l s F,(| l ^n l | a ) < 00 f o r  every  n e I + , then
E ( | U | | a ) < -
and
lira E ( | | M  I I » )  = 0
n-K»
i f ,  and o n ly  i f ,
4 3 .
lim  /  1 1 ^ 1 | a dP = 0 u n ifo rm ly  in  n .
PA->0 A n
The n e x t theorem  i s  a c o r o l l a r y  o f  theorem  2 .2 .2 0 .
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Theorem 2 .2 .2 1 ; L et {£^ ,n  e I  } be a sequence o f BX r.v. w hich converges
P a . e .  to  an X r.v . £ . I f  {^^»n e I + } i s  u n ifo rm ly  in t e g r a b le ,  th en
£ i s  a BXr.v. and lim  dP = J 4 dP fo r  every  A e T.
n->°° A n
CHAPTER 3
44.
Conditional Expectations and X-martingales
In section 3.1 the concept of the conditional expectation of a 
BXr.v. relative to a cr-subfield of r is defined. The definition 
in this thesis of a conditional expectation is different from the usual 
one in that a conditional expectation is a class of BXr.v. rather 
than any element of a class of BXr.v. . That is3 the conditional 
expectations are elements of the separated space associated with the 
space of all BXr.v. .
In section 3.2 the concepts of an X-stochastic process and an 
X-martingale are defined. Several miscellaneous definitions and 
results concerning these concepts are also included in this section. 
Remark 3.2.6 (i) is equivalent to theorem 2.1 chapter III [10].
Theorem 3.2.7 and remark 3.2.8 are extensions of results contained in 
theorem 1.1 chapter IV [10].
3.1 Conditional Expectations
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and (ftsr ?P) a complete 
probability space.
Definition 3.1.1: Let £ be a BXr.v. and let $ be a a-subfield
of f . If an Xr.v.$5 p has the following property’
45.
(i) j p dP = j f dP for every A e $
then it is said to be an element of the conditional expectation of £ relative 
to $. If there exists an Xr,v.$’ p satisfying (i), then it is 
said that the conditional expectation of £ relative to $ exists.
Remark 3.1.2: Let £ be a BXr.v. whose conditional expectation
relative to 4> exists.
(i) Clearly the relation 3.1.1 (i) implies that every element 
of the conditional expectation of £ relative to $ is a BXr.v.$’.
(ii) If and p^ are any two elements of the conditional
expectation of £ relative to $, then theorem 2.2.9
implies that p^ s p^ P a.e. . And if p e (p^ ] = jp^ J, then theorems 
2.2.6 (i) and 2.2.9 imply that p is an element of the conditional 
expectation of £ relative to $. Therefore, if the conditional
expectation of a BXr.v. relative to a a-subfield of V exists, then it 
is a P-equivalence class.
(iii) If g is a BTlr.v. , then clearly for any a-subfield
0 of T the conditional expectation of g relative to * exists.
Notation 3.1.3:
(i) Let £ be a BXr.v. and let 11 be an element of r.
If the conditional expectation of £ relative to $ exists, then this 
P-equivalence class is denoted by [E(g|$)]. Since 1^  is a BRr.v.,
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[E | $ ) ]  exists and is written [P(M|$)].
(ii) X(£|$) and P(M.|$) are frequently used to denote arbitrarily 
chosen elements of [E(f,j<(>)] and [P(M|$)].
(iii) Let £ be a BXr.v. and let {£t,t. e T} be a family
of Xr.v. where T is a subset of the extended reals. If
[E(£|B(£ ,t < t v )) ] exists , then this P-equivalence class will be t —
denoted by [E(?|^t>t < t’)].
Remark 3,1.4:
(i) Let £ be a BXr.v. . If p £ [£], then [E(£|$)] exists
if, and only if, [E(p j 0)] exists and if they exist, they are identical.
(ii) Clearly if E, is a BXr.v., then [E(£|$)] exists if, and 
only if, [S(£|$7)] exists and if they exist, they are identical.
(iii) If £ is a BXr.v. whose [E(£|$)] exists, then
relation 3.1.1 (i) implies that
F.(E«|$)) = EU)-
(iv) If % is a BXr.v.$‘, then [E(£|t)l exists and is
identical with [£].
(v) Accordingly if £ is a BXr.v., then [ E ( £ | r ) ]  exists 
and is identical with. [£].
Theorem 3.1.5: Let {a,,i e J,,} be a subset of R and let- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  ]v]
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{?.s± £ J } be a set of BXr.v, . If [3(£,|<I>)] exists for each i n  I
i e J , then n
n n
[E( I a 5,|*)] - [ I a E(5 I*)].
i«l i-1 1
Proof; Remarks 2.2.5 (i) and (iv) imply that 
n
J a £. is a BXr.v.’ 
i*l 1 '
and that
n
£ a.E(£.|$) is a BXr.v<$!.
i=l 1 1
Accordingly remark 2.2.5 (iv) implies that 
n n
/ £ a.£ dP = £ a. / £. dP for every A e $
Ä i-1 1 i=l 1 ~ 1
n
= J! a. / E(5 |$)dP for every A e $ 
i=l 1 ~
n
= / £ a E(£ |$)dP for every A e $.
*  1=1 1 1
Theorem 3.1.6: If x e X and "I e T, then
[Ed^xj*)] = [p(?i|$)x].
Proof: Remark 2.2.5 (ii) implies that
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/ <E(I xI $) ?£*>dP = / <L-Xs£*>dP for every A e $ and £;V e X*
>S I » ‘ ^
= (/ L,,dP)<x,£*> for every A e $ and £* e X*
= (J P(M J$)dP)<x,£*> for every A e $ and £* e X*
= /<P(W|$)x,£*>dP for every A e $ and £* e X*.
Since P(M|$) is a BPr.v.S»' and since
I|p (m |$)x |I - |P(M|$)j)IxI I everywhere,
it follows from remarks 2.2.5 (i) and (iii) that P(M|$)x is a 
BXr.v.$!. Theorem 1 of the appendix then implies that
<EO^x| - P(m |$)x ,£*> = 0 P a.e. for every e X*.
Therefore the conclusion of the theorem follows from an application 
of theorem 9 of the appendix similar to that used in the proof of theorem 
2. 2.8.
Theorem 3.1.7; If £ is a BXr.v. whose [E(£i$)3 exists, then 
I |E(5|*)| I < Iä(| Ul I I«) P a.e. .
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Proof: Theorem 2.2.7 and remark 11 (i) of the appendix imply that
there exist
V  e [ £ ] and p e [' (C | $) ]
Such that and p(ft) are separable. Accordingly it follows
from theorem 8 of the anpendix that there exists a countable subset 
Y of X such that
V (ß) p(ß) C  Y.
Theorem 9 of the appendix then implies that there exists
U*,n e I+} ciX* n —
such that
U ’ (u>)| I = l.u.b. I <£’ (to) ,£*> I for every weftnn
and
||p((u)|| = l.u.b. I <p (u>) ,£*> I for every m e Q. 
n
It follows from remarks 3.1.2 (ii) and 3.1.4 (i) that 
/ p dP 3 / £'dP for every A e $.
Therefore remark 2.2.5 (ii) implies that
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|J<p3£*>dP| = |J<£5,£*>dP| for every A e $ and n e I+ a n  ^ n
< /|<£',£*>|dP for every A z $ and n e I+
< / I l l ’ lldP for every A e $
= /E(||£’|||$>)dP for every A e
Hence theorem 2 of the appendix implies that
|<p,£*>| <E(||cf||l$) Pa.e. for every n e I+. n —
And so ||p|| < E(|IC* I I I$) P a.e. . Therefore remark 3.1.2 (ii) implies 
that
||stt|«)|| < E (I |e| I |4>) P a.e.
The proof of the next theorem was derived from theorem 2.2(4) of 
chapter II [10]; however it is similar to that of 2emma 8 [5].
Theorem 3,1.8: If there exist a sequence ^ n>n e °f 3Xr.v. whose
[E(£^ | <I>) ]7 s exist and a non-negative BRr.v. g with the following 
properties:
(i) (£^,n e I+} converges P a.e. to a limit function £
and (ii) ||Cnl| £ g P a.e. for every n e I+,
then K is a BXr.v. whose [E(£|$)] exists. Moreover
{E(£n|$), n e I+} converges P a.e. to F;(£|$).
Proof: Remark 2.2.5 (viii) implies that £ is a BXrcv. and that
lim J £ dP = J £dP for every A e T. 
n-*» Ä n
Accordingly
and
{ I £ -£ || for all m r/n e I+ m n1 1
L
I I£-£ |I for every n e I
are BRr.v. .
It follows from (i) that
{||£~£nllj n e converges P a.e. to zero and from (ii) that
I|£ -£ jI < 2g P a.e. for all m 3n e I+
and that
I I iI < 2g P a.e. for every n e I***, n —
Accordingly Cr p.23 [4] implies that 
E(| U-5nl I j*) + 0 P a.e. .
E ( I U m - ? n ll|*) < E ( | | C - € j | | * )
+ E ( | j  j $) P a.e. for all m,n e I
Also
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since clearly
/ E(| I Cm-Cn| I i't)dP = / ll5m"Cn l|dP for every A e 4>
< J 1 11dp + ib-«niidp
“ I E(|U-Cmlll*)dP + J E(|U-?nl||t)dP 
= J {E<IU-yil*> + E(||e-en |||*)}dp
for every A e $ and all m^n £ I+.
Therefore theorems 3.1.5 and 3.1.7 imply that
l|E<em l»> - E « nl*)|| - l|E(5in-Sn|4>)|| P a.e.
< E(|Um-Enll|0 P a-e.
< E(||5-Cj||*) + E(||c-Cn|||t) P a.e. 
- + 0 as ra,n -► 00
Hence remark 2.1.12 implies that there exists an Xr.v.$’ p which is a
limit function of {E(£ |$),n e I+} . Moreover theorem 3.1.7 and (ii)n'
above imply that
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l|E(eJ*)|| < E(||eJ||«) P a.e.
< S(g|4>) P a.e. for every n e I+
Therefore remark 2.2.5 (viii) implies that
and that
p is a BXr.v.$‘
/ pdP = lim J E(£ |$)dP for every A e 
n-**> - n
lim J £ dP for every A e $
j £dP for every A e $
Therefore [E(£|$)] exists and satisfies
lim E(£ |$) = E(£|$) P a.e. . 
n>°°
The following theorem is the existence theorem for conditional 
expectations. Its proof is similar to that of theorem 1 [5],
Theorem 3.1.9: If £ is a BXr.v., then [E(£|$)] exists.
■f-Proof; Theorem 2.1.16 implies that there exists {£^,n e I } of 
finitely-valued Xr.v. with the following properties;
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(i) ^ n ,n e converges P a„e. to £
X
and (ii) I | £ || < ||c|| everywhere for every n e I .il —
It follows from theorems 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 that [E(£^j$)] exists for
-f.every n e I . Therefore the conclusion of the theorem follows from 
theorem 3.1.8.
The following theorem contains extensions of (10.8) and theorem 
8.1 chapter I [4]. Part (i) is equivalent to the corollary of 
theorem 2.3 chapter II [10], from the present context.
Theorem 3.1.10: Let <J>^ and $ ? be a-subfields of T such that
(i) If E, is a BXr.v. » then
lEUltj)] = [E(S(£|4’1)|f2>)
(ii) If E(£|$2) is a BXr.v.4', then
[KttltjM = [E(51 *2> 1 •
Proof •,
(i) It follows from remark 3.1,4 (i) that these relations are 
well-defined. And so since is clearly a BXr.v.fl»^ » remark
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3 .1 .4  ( iv )  im p l ie s  t h a t  [ E ( E ( £ | | ] = [ E ( £ |$ ^ ) ] .
Now l e t  A be any elem ent o f  <S>^. Then
/  i ä ( E ( c | * 2 ) | * 1 ) d P  =  J  E ( c | $ 2 ) d P
= /  £dP
A
= / E(e |odp.
A
T h e re fo re ,  s in c e  A v;as an a r b i t r a r y  elem ent o f  and s in c e  b o th
E(E(£ I $ 0  j and E j  < I > a r e  B X r.v .$^ , theorem 2 .2 .9  im p lie s
t h a t
E ( E ( e |» ,> |* 1 ) = E t t p p  P a . e .  .
( i i )  Remark 3 .1 .4  ( iv )  im p l ie s  t h a t  
[E (E (C |*2) | « 1)]  = [ E ( C | t ; ) l .
T h e re fo re  th e  d e s i r e d  r e s u l t  fo l lo w s  im m ediate ly  from p a r t  ( i ) .
Theorem 3 . 1 .1 1 : I f  £ i s  a B X r.v . ,  th e n  th e r e  e x i s t s  a s e p a ra b le
B -subspace L o f  X such t h a t  f o r  every  a ~ s u b f ie ld  $ o f  T t h e r e  
e x i s t s  an elem ent o f  [E (£ |$ ) ]  whose v a lu e s  l i e  i n  L.
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Proof" Theorem 2.2.7 implies that there exist a separable B-subspace 
L of X and a BXr.v., p such that
p = £P a.e.
and
p (ft) C  L.
Theorem 2.2.11 implies tnat p is also a BLr.v. and so it follows 
from theorem 2.1.16 that there exists a sequence {p^,n e of
finitely-valued BLr.v. such that
and
{pn>n e I } converges P a.e. to p 
||pn ll < IIp II everywhere for every n e I+ .
+ rClearly for each n e I , p is of the form £ I x. where^ i A • 11=1 1
(x_^ ,i e J^} c. L and (A ^,i e J^} is a set of mutually disjoint
elements of r. Theorem 2.2.11 implies that p is a BXr.v. forn+every n z I . Therefore, taking the conditional expectations of the
p 's as BXr.v., it follows from theorems 3.1.5 and 3.1.6 that, for n
any a-subfield $ of f, there exists for each n e I+ an element
m
[E(p U)] = [ I P(A |$)x ] 
i=l
of
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whose values lie in L. Accordingly, since L is a closed set in X, 
the conclusions of the theorem follow from theorems 3.1.3, 2.1.11, and 
2.2.6 (i) and remark 3.1.4 (i).
3.2 X-martingales.
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and a complete
probability space.
Definition 3.2.1: A family of Xr.v. {^t,t e is said to be an 
X~stochastic process (with parameter set T). If the £ ’s are 
BXr.v. , then e 1} is said to be a BX-stochastic process.
Definition 3.2.2: Let {?t>t e T} be an X~stochastic process. A
function of t e T obtained by fixing a) in £t(u>) and letting t 
vary is called a sample function of the process. If there exists a 
P-negligible element A of r such that every sample function which 
corresponds to an w e Ü \ A  has a certain property, then it is said 
that almost all sample functions have that property.
notation 3.2.3° Let {£t,t e T} be an X stochastic process with
linear parameter set T. (That is, the narameter set is a subset of the
extended reals.) For each t e T,8(£ ,,t’ < t) will be denoted byt —
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D e f i n i t i o n  3 . 2 . 4 : Let {£ t ?t e T) be a B X -s to c h a s t ic  p r o c e ss  w ith
l i n e a r  param eter s e t  T and l e t  Pt  z T} be a fa m ily  o f
a - s u b f i e l d s  o f  T. { £ t ? t  e T} i s  s a id  to  be an X-m a r t in g a le  r e l a t i v e  
to  th e  $ * s i f  i f 16 fo l lo w in g  c o n d i t io n s  are  s a t i s f i e d ;
( i ) $ C fo r  a l l  s , t  z T such th a t  s < t ,s — t —
( Ü ) B (£t ) c  fo r  every t  e T 9
( i i i ) U J  = [E(£ |$  ) ]  fo r  s t  s a l l  s 9t  e T such t h a t  s  < t
Such an X -m a rt in g a le  w i l l  be denoted by £ T}.
N o ta t io n  3 . 2 . 5 s I f  ,,t e T} i s  an X - m a r t in g a le , then  i t  w i l l
be denoted by { ^ , t  z T ) .
Remark 3 . 2 . 6 :
( i )  I f  (£ ,$ , t  z T} i s  an X -m a r t in g a le ,  then  c o n d i t io n
3 . 2 . 4  ( i i i )  i s  e q u iv a le n t  to  th e  demand t h a t
/  E, dP = f  £ dP fo r  every  A z $ '* s  A i  s
fo r  a l l  s st  z T such th a t  s  < t .
S
( i i )  I f  z T} i s  an X -m a r t in g a le ,  then remark
3 . 2 . 6  ( i )  im p l ie s  th a t
E(£g ) = E (£ fc) f ° r aü  s , t  z T.
( i i i )  I f  { £ t j$t 3 t  e T) i s  an X -m a r t in g a le s then  theorem
3 .1 .1 0  im p l ie s  th a t
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{ £ t , t  e T} i s  an X -m a rtin g a le .
Theorem 3 . 2 . 7 : I f  e T} i s  an X --m artin ga le , th en
{ I I £ t i I ,<*> *t e T} i s  a r e a l-v a lu e d  sem i-m a r tin g a le  ( p . 294  [ 4 ] ) .
P r o o f : I t  fo l lo w s  from theorem  2 . 1 , 1 9 ,  remark 2 . 2 . 5  ( i i i ) ,  and c o n d it io n
3 . 2 . 4  ( i i )  th a t
B (| U J  I > £  8 ( S t ) C fo r  ev ery  t e T
and th a t
E ( I I C  ^  I I )  <  00 fo r  ev ery  t e T .
C o n d itio n  3 . 2 . 4  ( i i i )  and theorem  3 . 1 . 7  im ply th a t
I I I I < E ( | | Ct j | | ^> )  P a . e .  fo r  a l l  s  , t  e T such th a t  s < t .
T h erefo re  th e  c o n c lu s io n  o f  th e  theorem  fo llo w s  from th e  d e f in i t i o n  o f  
a r e a l-v a lu e d  se m i-m a r tin g a le .
Remark 3 . 2 . C ; L et , t  e T) be an X -m a rtin g a le .
( i )  Theorem 3 . 2 . 7  and theorem  3 .1  ( i )  ch a p ter  VII [4 ] im ply
th a t
E( I I £ | | )  < E( I I £ I I ) fo r  a l l  s  , 1 e T such  th a t  s  < t . s — t  —
( i i )  I f  t^ e T,  then  theorem 3 . 2 . 7  and theorem  3 .1  ( i i i )
ch a p ter  VII [4 ] im ply th a t  {£ t  < t . }  i s  u n iform ly  in te g r a b le .t  — l
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For each a > 1, define a real function of the real variable \ thus?
' \
f : \ e R - *  0 if X < 0a -
Xa if X > 0
* J
Clearly for each a > 1, f is monotone non-decreasing and convex. 
Therefore the following theorem is an immediate consequence of theorem 
3.2.7 and theorem 1.1 (i) chapter VII [41.
Theorem 3.2.9: Lat {£ e T} be an X-mar ting ale. If, for
some a > 1 and some t e T, E (| | ^ | |a) < », then (||^ ||a ,$ t < t }
0 t
is a real-valued semi-martingale.
The next theorem follows from theorem 3.2.9 and theorems 3.1 (i) 
and (iii) chapter VII [4],
Theorem 3.2.10: Let {£t,$ 9t e T} be an X-martingale. If, for
some a > 1,
E(|U ||°) < « for every t e T,
then
(i) {I I I  Ia »t e T) is a real-valued semi-martingale,
(ii) E(||C ||a) < E(||5 I|a) for all s.t e T such that s < t, 
(||Ct||a st < t^ } is uniformly integrable for every t^ £ T.and (iii)
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CHAPTER 4
Separable X-stochastic Processes
This chapter extends the concept of a separable stochastic 
process (pp.51 and 52 [4]) to that of a separable X-stochastic process 
where X is a real Banach space.
The definition of an X-stochastic process, which is separable 
relative to a subclass of 3(X), is given. The main results of this 
chapter provide conditions under which sequential convergence of a 
family of Xr.v. can be replaced by ordinary convergence, and conditions 
for the existence of a separable modification of an X-martingale.
Let X be a Banach space, let {£t>t e T} be an X-stochastic 
process with linear parameter set T, let Q be any subclass of 3(X), and 
let (ft,r,P) be a complete probability space.
Notation 4.1: If U cl T and weft, then the range of the sample function
of the process at a), restricted to U C  T,
(x|Cu(w) = x for some u e U K
will be denoted by (U°.io) with the convention that (4>;co) * <{>.
The closure of (U:co) in X will be denoted by [U;w].
Notation 4 . 2 °, If U C T  and A e  8(X), then
{(u|^ (^u)) e A for every u c U}
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will be denoted by {U;A} with the convention that {<|>>A} = ft.
Definition 4.3: {$t,t e T} is said to be separable relative to Q
if there exist a countable subset S of T and a P-negligible 
element A of r such that if A is any element of Q and if I is 
any open interval with finite or infinite endpoints, then
{IS;A} \ {IT;A} C A.
If 0 is the class 0^ of all closed spheres in X, then separable 
will be written instead of separable relative to Q^.
Remark 4.4;
(i) If {£ ,t e T} is separable relative to Q,
then
{IT; A} e T
for every A e Q and every open interval I. If S C  T is a countable
subset whose existence is guaranteed by definition 4.3, then S is necessarily
dense in T.
(ii) Since the concept of separability has only been defined for
X-stochastic processes whose parameter sets are linear, when it is written
that an X-stochastic process is separable relative to Q it will be 
assumed implicitly that its parameter set is linear.
(iii) If and are subclasses of S(X) such that
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Ql C  then an X-stochastic process which is separable relative
to 0^ is necessarily separable relative to
(iv) Let T and T ? be subsets of the extended reals such
that
T C  T' and T A T  is countable.
If ,t e T!) is an X-stochastic process and if {^t?t e T} is 
separable relative to 09 then clearly (£t?t e T1} is separable 
relative to Q.
The following theorem will permit sequential convergence of Xr.v. 
to be replaced by ordinary convergence in certain circumstances.
It is an analogue of theorem 2.2.16 to P a.e. convergence. This 
theorem is effectively an extension of theorem 2.3 chapter II [4], to 
the present context; however its proof is independent of Ooob’s.
Theorem 4.5: Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and let
U  ,t £ T} be a separable X-stochastic process. Suppose that t 
is a limit point of T{t|t>i} (T{t|t<x}). If there exists an 
Xr.v. p such that for any monotone decreasing (increasing) 
sequence (t^n e in T9 which converges to t ,
limCt = p P a.e.j 
n-*°° n
then lim£ = p P a.e. (lim£ = p P a.e.).
t+T 1 ttx t
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Proof; The proof for the increasing case will be omitted since it is 
an analogue of the proof for the decreasing case. Since the process is 
separable, there exist a countable subset S of T and a P~
negligible element A of r such that for every closed sphere A in 
X and every open interval I
{IS;A}\ {IT;A} C  A.
For each n e I+ , define
I = n
1(x,x + — ) if T is finite n
(x,-n) if t =
Since x is a limit point of T{t|t>x};) there exists a monotone 
decreasing sequence {s^n £ in I^S which converges to x.
p P a.e. .
is a countable subset of T, it follows from remark 2.1.9 (iii) that
The hypothesis implies that lim£
n-*» n
Moreover, since I^S
<llp-esll> s £ i,s)
is a real separable stochastic process (pp.46 and 51[4]). Accordingly 
theorem 2.3 chapter II [4] implies that
lim I Ip-A | | = 0  P a.e. 
s+x S
where s e I^S. Therefore there exists a P-negligible element M 
of T such that
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lim£ (u)) = p (co) fo r  ev ery  tu e f t \ d  w here s
S4-T
s e I^,S. C le a r ly  N = A U M i s  P - n e g l ig ib le .
I f  A e Qq ( th e  c l a s s  o f  c lo se d  sp h e re s  in  X ) , th e n  fo r  each 
T+n e I  ,
and
A D (I  T u ) <=> u e {I  T*A} — n n
A D ( I  S;co) <=> tu e {I S ;A ). — n n
A lso i f  A e Qq and i f  co i  A, th e n  fo r  each  n e I  ,
co e ( I  S.*A) <=> co £ ( I  T A} n n
by d e f i n i t i o n  4 .3 .
4.
A cco rd in g ly  i f  A e and co i  A, th e n  fo r  each n e I  ,
( I )  A 3  ( I  S:u>) <=> A 3  ( I  T co).— n — n
P la in ly  i f  co I ?1, th e n  th e  d ia m e te r  o f  [I^Sjoo] converges n o n o to n ic a l ly
to  ze ro  s in c e  th e  h y p o th e s is  im p lie s  th a t  I S  i s  non-em pty
+ + fo r  ev e ry  n e I  . And so i f  co l  a ,  th e n  th e re  e x i s t s  m(co) £ I
such th a t  [ I  S°co] i s  bounded fo r  ev ery  n > m(co). T h e re fo re  w i  11 
n =
and n > m(m) im ply th a t  th e r e  e x i s t s  U e Q. w hich co v ers  * n jco U
[ I  S;co] and whose r a d iu s  e q u a ls  th e  d ia m e te r  o f [ I  S-.co]. I t  n n
fo llo w s  from ( I )  th a t  i f  co i N and i f  n > m(co)> th e n  th e  d ia m e te r  
o f  [ I n S;co] i s  g r e a te r  th a n  o r  eq u a l to  h a l f  th e  d ia m e te r  o f  [ I  T ,00] .
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4-
Hence i f  m I U, th e n  { [ I  T to3 s n e I  } i s  an i n f i n i t e  descend ingn
sequence o f non-em pty c lo se d  s e t s  w ith  d ia m e te rs  te n d in g  to  z e ro .
T h e re fo re  i f  w i  Na th e n  theorem  12 -C Simmons [11] im p lie s  th a t
oo
f I [ I  T.oj] c o n s is t s  o f one and o n ly  one e lem en t. C le a r ly  t h i s  e lem ent 
n= l n
m ust be p(co). We have th u s  shown th a t
lim  £ (w) = p (co) fo r  every  sj z fiM'T, 
t l x  ~
as  r e q u ire d .
The fo llo w in g  theorem  i s  an e x te n s io n  o f  lemma 2 .1  c h a p te r  I I  [4 ] .
I t s  p ro o f i s  ana logous to  Doob’ s and so w i l l  n o t be g iv e n .
Theorem 4 .6 : L et X be an a r b i t r a r y  Banach sp ace  and l e t
( £ t , t  e T} be an X -s to c 'n a s tic  p ro c e s s .  To each e lem ent A o f
B(X) th e r e  co rresp o n d s  a c o u n ta b le  s u b se t S o f  T such th a t  fo r  
ev ery  t  z T
{S;A} n  (tuI Ct  Coj) i  A}
i s  a P - n e g l ig ib le  elem ent o f r.
More g e n e r a l ly 8 l e t  be a c o u n ta b le  s u b c la s s  o f  B(X) and
l e t  V be th e  c la s s  o f s e t s  w hich a re  in t e r s e c t i o n s  o f  sequences o f 
e lem en ts  o f Then th e re  i s  a c o u n ta b le  su b se t S o f  T such th a t
to  each  t  z T th e r e  co rresp o n d s  a P - n e g l ig ib le  elem ent o f  r  such
th a t
6 7 ..
{S!A} n {o)|^t ((D> i  A.} C At  fo r  every  A e V.
The n ex t theorem  i s  an e x te n s io n  o f  theorem  2 .4  c h a p te r  I I  [ 4 ] .
I t s  p ro o f can be accom plished  an a lo g o u s ly  to  D oolrs and w i l l  n o t be
g iv e n . However we n o te  th a t  when a p p ly in g  theorem  4 .6  (lemma 2 .1
c h a p te r  I I  F4J) V_ i s  h e re  ta k e n  to  be ( X \ G  3n e I +} w hereU n
- f
(G ^,n  e l }  i s  a c o u n ta b le  open b ase  fo r  th e  topo lo g y  o f  X.
A lthough th e  p r e s e n t  e x te n s io n  o n ly  p e r ta in s  to  a s e p a ra b le  Banach, s p a c e y 
a f u r th e r  e x te n s io n  w i l l  be g iv e n  in  theorem  4 .8  fo r  a n o n -s c p a ra b le  
Banach sp ace .
Theorem 4 , 7 : L et X be a s e p a ra b le  Banach space  and l e t  e T)
be an X -s to c h a s t ic  p ro c e ss  w ith  l i n e a r  p aram ete r s e t  T. T here  i s  
th e n  an X - s to c h a s t ic  p ro c e s s  {£t »t e T} w hich i s  s e p a ra b le  r e l a t i v e  
to  th e  c l a s s  o f  c lo se d  s e t s ,  w ith  th e  p ro p e r ty  th a t
P{oo'| (w) * £ t (o))} = 1 fo r  ev ery  t  e T.
Theorem 4 .8 : L et X be an a r b i t r a r y  Banach space  and l e t
{£ ,$ st  £ 1) be an X -m a rtin g a le . I f  th e r e  e x i s t s  a BX r.v. p such
th a t
U t ] = [ E( p | S t >] f o r  every  t  e T,
th e n  th e r e  e x i s t s  an X -m artin g a le
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e T}
which is separable relative to the class of closed sets, with the 
property that
Pitt|*L(w) = E (w)} = 1 for every t e T. t t
Proof ? Theorem 3.1.11 implies that there exists a separable B- 
subspace L of X such that for each t e T ,  a BXr.v. *
exists and has the following properties
?’(«) C L
and
Vt E [E(p|»t)].
It follows from theorem 2.2.11 that {£^,t e T} is an L-stochastic 
process. Accordingly theorem 4.7 implies that there exists an 
L-stochastic process {£ ,t e T} which is separable relative to the 
class of closed sets in L, with the property that
F { w i ( w )  = = 1 for every t e T.
Theorem 2.2.11 implies that {£ ,t e T} is an X-stochastic process.
Clearly [£ ] = [£ ] for every t e T.
Therefore {£ ,$ .teT} is an X~martingale such that P{£ (u) = £ (w)} = 1 t t' t t
for every t e T .  All that remains to be shown is that
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(5 ,t £ T} is separable relative to the class of closed sets in X.
Since {^t?t e T} is separable relative to the class of closed 
sets in L, there exist a countable subset S of T and a 
P~negligible element A of T such that for every open interval I 
and every closed set F in L
{IS;F} \ {IT:F} C  A.
Clearly if K is any closed set in S, then H A  L is closed in L. 
Accordingly, since {£t,t £ T} is an L-stochastic process, if 
H is any closed set in X and if I is any open interval, then
{IS;II}\{IT:H} = {IS H D  L } \ { I T ; H n U
e  a .
Remark 4.9: Let X be a Banach space and let {£t,$t,t e T} be an
X~martingale.
(i) If b = l.u.b.t e Tj then £ clearly satisfies the
teT b
requirements of theorem 4.8 for p.
(ii) If X is reflexive, then conditions will be given in 
theorem 5.2.1 under which the process satisfies the requirements of
theorem 4.8.
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Chapter 5
X-martingale Convergence Theorems
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first gives 
extensions of theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 chapter VII [4], which are 
convergence theorems for discrete parameter martingales. The second 
extends the theorems of the first section to X-martingales with non- 
denumerable parameter sets. A1ternatively theorems 5.2.1 (i) and 5.2.3
can be considered as extensions of (theorem 4.1) and (theorem 4.3) in 
section 11 of chapter VII [4]. The third section consists of extensions 
of theorems 11.1, 11.2, and 11.4 chapter VII [4]2 which are several 
results concerning continuous parameter martingales.
In section 5.1 it is necessary to use theorem 4 [12] and theorems 
4 and 5 [2], If it is assumed that the probability space in [2] 
is complete and that the a-fields in the X-martingale triples in [2] 
and 0.2] are P-complete, then it follows from theorem 2.2.1 and theorem 3 
of the appendix that theorem 4 [12] and theorems 4 and 5 [2] are 
equivalent to theorem 5.1.1 (i), the second part of theorem 5.1.3, and 
the first part of theorem 5.1.2 respectively. Since the only use that 
is made of the hypothesis that the Banach space is reflexive is the 
application of theorem 4 [12] in theorem 5.1.1 (i), it follows from a 
comment in [12] that this hypothesis can always be replaced by the 
hypothesis that the Banach space is separable and is the conjugate space 
of a Banach space.
(Qsf,P) denotes a complete probability space.
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5.1 ■’'•iscrete Parameter X~martingales
The first theorem of this section is an extension of theorem
4.1 chapter VII [4].
Theorem 5.1.1: Lat X be a reflexive Banach space» let
e I+} be an X-martingale, let K be the (not necessarily
finite) lim E( I I E I I ) -, and let $ = a (U $ ) .1 1 n1 1 oo nIT-*» n
(i) If K < oo, then there exists a BXr.v.$* £ such
00 00
that
sn e I ) converges P a.e. to £ n oo
and
S < I U J I >  i  K -
(ii) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) K < oo and •f*{£^,$n,n e  I  u -  { o o } }  is an X-martingale
(b) (Cn,n c I+} is uniformly integrable.
(c) K < oo and E<IUJI> = K.
(d) K < oo and iim E(||Cco-Cn||) = 0.
rn-oo
(iii) if, for some a > 1, lim E(J | |a) < then the conditions
n*oo
of (ii) are satisfied,
E<l UJI“) < “»
i i m  E(||e.-en||°) = o.
n->^>
and
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C onversely , i f  the co n d itio n s  o f  ( i i )  are s a t i s f i e d  and i f  
E ( | U J | a ) < °° for  some a > 1 , then
ECligT) < E(||sJ|a) for  every n e I+ .
Proofs Remark 3 . 2 . 8  ( i )  im p lies  th at
l . u . b  E ( | | ? n | | )  = l im E ( | U n | | )
+  ‘ IT*»n el
( i )  This part fo llo w s  im m ediately from theorem 4 [12] and 
remark 2 . 2 . 1 8  ( i i ) .
( i i )  I t  fo llo w s  from d e f in it io n  2 . 2 . 1 7  ( i )  that (b) im p lies
that K < °°. Thus sta tem en ts (a) -  (d) o f ( i i )  e i th e r  imply or
suppose th a t IC < so that £ i s  d efin ed  in  each c a se . Remark
00
2 . 2 . 1 3  ( i i )  im p lie s  th at (b) and (c ) are e q u iv a le n t, and theorem  
2 . 2 . 2 0  im p lie s  th at (b) and (d) are eq u iv a le n t. I t  fo llo w s  from 
remark 3 . 2 . 8  ( i i )  th a t (a) im p lies  (b) and so i t  remains to  be 
shown th a t (b) im p lie s  ( a ) .
I f  ,n  £ I+) i s  uniform ly in te g r a b le , then theorem 2 . 2 . 2 1  n
im p lies  th at
lim  /  £ dP = /  C^dP fo r  every A s F.
n -voo ~ n  A 00
Hence, s in c e  for  each m e I+
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[ £ dP = [ E, dP fo r  every  A e $ and n > m, i  n i  m J m =
c l e a r l y
f £ dP = f £ dP f o r  every  A e $ . i  00 i  m m
T h e re fo re ,  s in c e  m was a r b i t r a r y  and s in c e  £ i s  a B X r .v .$ ' ,
J  00 CO
(b) im p l ie s  ( a ) .
( i i i )  I f ,  f o r  some a > 1 , lim  E ( | | c  | | a ) < th e n  theorem
nr>°°
3 .2 .9  im p l ie s  t h a t
E ( | | £ n l | a ) < 00 f ° r  every  n e I + .
A cco rd ing ly  th e  l i m i t  r e l a t i o n  above and theorems 3 . 2 , 9  and 3 .2 .1 0
( i i )  imply th a t  E ( j j ^ | | a ) i s  u n ifo rm ly  bounded in  n. I t  fo l lo w s
from rem ark 2 .2 .1 3  ( i )  t h a t  {£^ ,n  e 1+ ) i s  u n ifo rm ly  i n t e g r a b l e  and so
th e  c o n d i t io n s  o f  ( i i )  a r e  s a t i s f i e d .  Hence £ i s  d e f in e d .
00
From theorem 3 .2 .1 0  ( i i i ) ,  c o n d i t io n  (a)  o f  ( i i )  im p l ie s  t h a t  
{ I !^nI 101»n e i s  u n ifo rm ly  i n t e g r a b l e .  A ccord ing ly  theorem 2 .2 .2 0
im p lie s  t h a t
E ( i u j r >  < “
and
lim  E ( | U „ - 5 n H a ) « 0.
n->oo
C o n v e rse ly ,  i f  th e  c o n d i t io n s  o f  ( i i )  a r e  s a t i s f i e d  and i f
7 4 .
F,(jjS | | a ) < 00 for  some a  > 1 , then theorems 3 . 2 . 3  and 3 . 2 . 1 0  ( i i )  
imply th a t E ( | | s J | a ) < E ( | | e J | a ) for  every n e I+ .
The next theorem extends theorem 4 .2  chapter VII [ 4 ] .
Theorem 5 . 1 . 2 ; Let X be an a rb itra ry  Banach spaces l e t
s$ ,n -e I } be an X-mar t in g  a le  , and l e t  n n '
$ 3 A  $ .—oo I * xi
n
Then th ere  e x i s t s  a BXr.v.^' £ such that {£ ,n  c I } converges
. . . o o —oo xi
P a . e .  to  £ and e I U {-<»}} i s  an X -m artingale.
_oo n n
{£n?n e I  u  { —co}} i s  uniform ly in te g r a b le , and
(i) s ( i u _ „ | | )  = iim s ( | | « n | | )  < . . .  < 2( |U_2| | )  < E d l e . J I ) .
Dr>-oo
I f ,  for some a > 1 , E ( | | £_ . j J | a ) < °°s then
( I I )  lira E(| | | a ) -  0.
n->“°°
Proof: The e x is te n c e  o f a BXr.v .$’ £ such that {£ ,n  e I }
--------------  —oo —oo n
converges P a . e .  to  £ and {£ ,$ ,n e I u {-«>}} i s  an X-
—oo n n
m artingale fo llo w s from theorem 5 [ 2 ] ,  Remark 3 . 2 . 8  ( i i )  im p lie s
th at {£ ,n  e I U {---<»}} i s  uniform ly in te g r a b le . A ccordingly remarks n
2 . 2 . 18  ( i i )  and 3 . 2 . 8  ( i )  and theorem 2 . 2 . 2 0  imply ( I ) ,  and ( I I )  for
a = 1.
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If, for soma a > 1, E(||£ ^||a) < oo? then (II) for a > 1
follows from theorems 3.2.9, 3.2.10 (iii), and 2.2.20.
The next theorem is an extension of theorem 4.3 chapter VII [4]. 
It is an immediate consequence of theorem 5.1.2 and theorem 4 [2].
Theorem 5.1.3“ Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, let p be a
BXr.v. and let ...$ ~ C  $ , c c: <I> be o-subfields of r.-2 —  -1 —  1 —  2
Let q> = n  $ and $ = a((J $ ). Thenn oo nn n
lira E(pj$ ) = E(p|$ oQ) P a.e.
n->~oo
and
lim E(pj$ ) = E(p|<JO P a.e.
iv+oo
5.2 Continuous Parameter X-martingales I
Theorem 5.2.1: Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let e T}
be an X-martingale. Suppose that b = l.u.b. t £ T x^ here b may
teT
be finite or infinite. Also let K be the (not necessarily finite)
lim E( I | £ | I ) and let $ ■ a ( U O .
t-*b t
(i) If K < o o9 then there exists a B X r . v . E, ,  withb b
E(j|c^|l) < K, such that, if (sn>n e I+) is a sequence in T, 
lira s = b implies that
n-H»
lim £ = 5. P a.e.s b n-*» n
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If the process is separable, this limit relation can be strengthened
to the relation lim E, = £ P a.e. .
s^ b 3 b
(ii) The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) K < oo and e T ^ {b}} is an X-martingale
(b) U t*t e T} is uniformly integrable.
(c) K < 00 and E(||5bll> = "•
(d) K < °° and lim E(||C -? ||) - 0. 
S->b
If these conditions are satisfied and if the E,^ process is
separable, then {£ #t e T U  {b}} is separable.
(iii) If, for some a  > 1, litn E(||^ ||a) < «>,
t-*b 1
then the conditions of (ii) are satisfied,
E(| U b | |a) < «
and
lim E(|Ub-e II“) = o.
s+b
Conversely, if the conditions of (ii) are satisfied and if ~'(|Ublia) < 00 
for some a > 1, then £(||£t(|a) < E(||£b ||a) for every t e T.
Proof:
(i) If (sn> is a sequence of parameter values which converges
4-monotonely to b, then clearly {£ ,4> ,n e I } is an X-martingale.
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Accordingly» since lim E (| j ^  |j) = K < «>, theorem 5.1.1 (i) and
n-*°° n
theorems 3 (ii) and (iv) of the appendix imply that there exists a BXr.v,«^
such that ,n e I+) converges P a.e. to £. and
n
sc||ebll) s k.
E, must be independent of the monotone seciuence {s }» neglecting b n
values on P-negligible sets, because any two sequences {s^} can
combined into a single one which corresponds to a sequence of BXr.v. which
converges P a.e. . Moreover, the limit must also exist P a.e. if
the sequence {s } is convergent to b, but is not necessarily monotone, 
n
because such a sequence can be reordered to be monotone.
Therefore satisfies the requirements of the theorem.
If the £ process is separable, then theorem 4.5 implies that
lim £ = £, P a.e. .s bs-*-b
(ii) It follows from definition 2.2.17 (i) that (b) implies
that K < 00. Thus statements (a) - (d) of (ii) either imply or
suppose that K < «>, so that £ is defined in each case. It followsb
4 -
from remark 3.2.8 (ii) that (a) implies (b). Let (s ,n e I }n
be any monotone sequence of parameter values which converges to b,
4-
If (b) is valid, then ,n e I } is uniformly integrable. Hence,
n
theorem 5.1.1 (ii) implies that E(||£ ||) = K and so (b) implies (c).
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If (c) is valid, then theorem 5.1.1 (ii) implies that
4.
A  ,n e I Ü  {«>}} where s = b is an X*-martingale.S S oon n
Accordingly e TU{b}} must be an X-martingale and so
(c) implies (a). If (d) holds, then lim E ( | | | | ) = 0 and
rr^ 00 n
so (d) implies (c) by theorem 5.1.1 (ii). It remains to be shown that
(d) is implied by any one of the other three conditions.
4*For each n e I , define
I = n (b - — ,b) if b is finite n
(n^b) if b = +oo
and define K = l.u.b. E(||£ -£ J|). Assume that (c)
n tel T b 1n
j.
is valid. Then < 2K < « for every n e I . Clearly there
-j- -f*exists {s^,n e I } such that for each n e I ,
s e I T n n
and
E(iub-h id >=k-n
(s sn e I+} can be reordered in such a way that it becomes a monotone n
sequence which converges to b, (s7,m e I+) say. It follows fromm
theorem 5.1.1 (ii) that (c) implies that
lim E(||Cb -Cs,||) - 0.
m-x» m
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Accordingly, for any £ > 0, there exists m(S) e I+ such that
T( ( |£ -£ , ! I ) < £ for every ni > m(5). b s —m
4.Moreover there exists n(£) e I such that
s > s’ ,c. for every n > n(£) n - m (,«> =
which implies that
~  K < £ for every n > n(£).2 n —
Therefore, since £ > 0 was arbitrary,
lim K =0._  nrr*»
Accordingly (c) implies (d).
The last statement in (ii) is an immediate consequence of (a) 
and remark 4.4 (iv).
(iii) If, for some a > 15 lim E(||£ |ja) < °°,
t+b t
then theorem 3.2.9 implies that
E(I IC I |a) < 00 for every t e T.
By theorem 3.2.10 (ii) and the limit relation above, E(||£t(ja) is 
uniformly bounded in t. It follows from remark 2.2.18 (i) that
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e T} is uniformly integrable and so the conditions of (ii) are
satisfied. Hence £, is defined. It follows from theorem 3.2.10b
(iii) that condition (a) of (ii) implies that {||£t((a st e T} is
-funiformly integrable and 30 if (s^n e * ) is any monotone sequence
of parameter values which converges to b s then (||£ j|a ,n e I+)
n
is uniformly integrable. Accordingly theorem 2.2.20 implies that
E ( | U b H a ) < -
and
ii™ E(||cb~e II“) = 0.
4.Therefore, since {s^,n e I * ) was arbitrary,, it can be shown in the 
same way as in (ii) that
a™ 2d ic.-? I r> = 0.
s->b D s
Conversely, if the conditions of (ii) are satisfied and if 2(j|^^||a) < 00 
for some a > 1, then theorems 3.2.9 and 3.2.13 (ii) imply that
E ( I U tU a) < E(||Cb l|a) for every t e T.
Theorem 5.2.2; Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and let
e T} be an X-martingale. Suppose that a = g.l.b.t i T
teT
where a may be finite or infinite and let $ ■= f) <& .
Sl l
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(i) Then there exists a BXr. v. $' C such that, ifa a
{s , n  e I + } is a  
n
sequence in T, lim s = a
n
implies that
iin->«>
lim£ = £ P a,e. .s a n-*» n
e ~ U an X-raartingale.
(ii) If, for some a > 1 and some t.. c T,— JL
E(|Ut I I “ )  <
1
then
lim E(| |5a-5 I T) = 0. 
s->a
If the process is separable, then
lim £ = K P a.e.„ ^ s a s-*a
and
(£t,t e T U  {a}} is separable.
Proof:
(i) This part follows from theorem 5.1.2 in the same way that 
theorem 5.2.1 (i) follows from theorem 5.1.1 (i).
(ii) If a = 1, then E(j|^t|ja) < «> for every t z T 
and so remark 3,2.3 (ii) implies that for any t^  e T
{£ >t < t^ } is uniformly integrable.
32c
If, for some a > 1 and some e T,
E < | U t  I I “ )  <  « ,
1
then theorem 3.2.9 implies that
E ( | U t H a) < «for every t <
Accordingly it follows from theorem 3.2.10 (iii) that
{||^t||a ,t < t^} is uniformly integrable. And so
theorem 2.2.20 implies that if fsn *n e I*") is any monotone sequence 
in T which converges to a and if9 for some a > 1 and some t^ e T,
E(|Ut II“) < »>
1
then
lim E(| U a -Cg I T) = 0. 
n-*00 n
These expectations may be undefined for a > 1 and s^ > t^; 
however, for a sufficiently large n', s < t. for every n > n1.
It follows by a method similar to that used in theorem 5.2.1 (ii) 
that
lim E(||Ca-E N h  - 0.
s-»-a
The last statement of the theorem follows immediately from theorem 
4.5 and remark 4.4 (iv).
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Theorem 5,2.3° Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, let p be a 
BXr.v., and let {$t,t e T} be a family of a-subfields of T with 
linear parameter set T and with
C. $ for everv s ;t e T such that s < t. s —  t =
Let a = g.l.b.t. and b = l.u.b.t. and define $ , - $
teT tcT a+ t
and ^  = a(U$t). Then an element of E^(p|$t)l can be
chosen for each t e T in such a way that
lim p = E(p|$ ,) P a.e..  ^ t a+t-*a
and
lim p = E(p|<J> ) P a.e. .
t-b s b_
Proof; Theorem 3.1.10 implies that
{E(p I ,t e T} is an X-martingale and so it follows
from theorem 4.8 that there exists a separable X-martingale 
{pt9$tjt e T} such that 
Pt e [E(p|$t>] for every t e T.
Theorem 5.1.3 and theorem 3 of the appendix imply that if t goes 
to its limit along a sequence of values, then the limit equations are true
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for any choice of elements. Accordingly it follows from theorem 4.5 
that the process exhibited above satisfies the requirements of the
theorem.
5.3 Continuous Parameter X-martingales II
The first theorem of this section is an extension of theorem 
11.1 chapter VII [4], Its proof is analogous with Doob’s although 
his 'metric 5 space is only a semi-metric space. However * if the 
space (Z,d) of theorem 2.2.15 and the function f ° T ■ + Z, defined 
by
f 2 t £ T ->• U t  3 :
are used, then the proof of theorem 5.3.1 is reduced to Poob's and so 
will not be given.
Theorem 5.3.1: Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, let {ft?t e T} 
be an X-stochastic process with linear parameter set T, and let 
be a set of limit points of T. Suppose that, if t e T^, at 
least one of the stochastic limits
p-lim £ 
s4-t
exists.
p-lim £ 
s+t S
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There is then an at most countable subset of such that,
if t e T^\T^, then both stochastic limits and
are defined, and
h  • = 5t+ p a-e’
= £ P a.e. if t z T.
Definition 5.3.2; Let X be a Banach space and let {£t ,t e T}
be an X-stochastic process with linear parameter set T. A point
t^ £ T is said to be a fixed point of discontinuity of the process
if it is false that whenever s t-, lim £ = £ P a.e..n 0 s t_nr*» n 0
If the process is separable, it follows that t^ is a fixed point of 
discontinuity if, and only if, it is false that
lim £ = £ P a.e. .
s-t0 S 0
The next theorem is an extension of theorem 11.2 chapter VII [4].
Theorem 3,3.3: Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, let (f^t e T}
be an X-martingale, and let a and b be respectively the minimum 
and maximum values of the closure of T. Define T ? as the set of 
limit points of T, except that b is to be excluded from T ;
unless b e T.
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(i) To each point t e T’ which is a limit point of T
from the left (right) there corresponds a BXr.v. £ (£t+) such
that, if s -> t with s < t (s > t) and s e Ts then n n n n
lim ^  (lim = £t+) P a.e. .
n-voo ‘hi nr*» n
If the E, process is separable, these sequential limits can be replaced 
by ordinary limits
lim E, = E, (lim E, 
stt S t s4-t et+>
P a.e. .
(ii) Except possibly for the points of an at most countable 
subset of T*, for each t e T ; the following equation holds P a.e. 
between as many of the three members as are defined:
b- = b = b+ •
In particular, at most countably many parameter points are fixed points 
of discontinuity.
Proof: Let t e T ' be a limit point of T from the left. Then
there exists t, e T such that t < t,. Let (s } be a monotone i = 1 n
increasing sequence which converges to t. For an arbitrary choice 
of elements of the conditional expectations theorem 5.1.3 implies that
lim E(C 18 )
ir«» 1 n
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is equal P a.a. to a BXr.v. . 
is equal P a.e. to a BXr.v. .
Therefore lim £sn*«> n
Accordingly part (i) follows by an argument similar to that in the 
proof of theorem 5.2,1 (i). If t s T* is a limit point of T from 
the right then part (i) follows in a similar manner. Part (ii) follows 
from remark 2,2.14 (i) and theorems 2.2.16 and 5.3.1.
Remark 5.3.4; If X is reflexive and if l.u.b. E(||£ ||) < » in
teT
theorem 5.3.3» then b can be allowed in T'» even if it does not 
belong to T. The proof of theorem 5.3.3 (i) would then follow from 
theorems 5.2.1 (i) and 5.2.2.
The next theorem is an extension of theorem 11.4 chapter VII [4].
It shows that it can be assumed» without loss of generality, that the 
parameter set of an X-martingale Is an interval.
Theorem 5.3,5; Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, e ^
an X-martingale, and I the closed interval whose endpoints are the 
maximum and minimum values of the closure of T, except that the right- 
hand endpoint is to be excluded from I unless this endpoint is in T. 
Then it is possible to define and $ for every t e I \ T  in such
a way that {£ ,$ ,t e 1} is an X-martingale.
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Proof' If t e I \ T  and if t is a limit point of T from the 
right define
F = F c nd $ = ('i <I> •^t ^t+ t ss> t
Theorem 5.2.2 implies that the process with the thus enlarged parameter
set is an X-martingale. If t e I \ T implies that t is a limit
point of T from the right, then we are finished, and so it will be
assumed that this i3 not the case.
Let [c,d] be a non-degenerate closed interval whose endpoints but
no other points lie in the closure of T. Then £ and $ ared d
already defined. Define
= K, and <j> = for t e (csd)t d t d
and if £ and are not already defined, then define £ * E.c d  7 > ^c d
and Then ,t e 1} is clearly an X-martingale.
Remark 5.3.6: If X is reflexive and if {£t,t e T} is uniformly
integrable in theorem 5.3.5, then the maximum value of the closure of 
T need not be excluded from I even if it does not belong to T.
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C'iap t e r  6
O p tio n a l  Skipping and Sampling
T his  c h a p te r  fo l lo w s  up a remark in  [2] t h a t  ’ f o r  r e f l e x i v e  spaces  
a l l  c l a s s i c a l  m a r t in g a l e  convergence theorems in c lu d in g  th o s e  in v o lv in g  
s to p p in g  r u l e s  e t c .  (as  in  Doob [4] )  can be extended'*. Because they  
a r e  m ere ly  s p e c i a l  c a se s  o f  r e s u l t s  concern ing  o p t i o n a l  sampling fo r  
g e n e ra l  l i n e a r  p a ram ete r  s e t s ,  r e s u l t s  conce rn ing  o p t i o n a l  sampling fo r  
d i s c r e t e  pa ram ete r  s e t s  and o p t i o n a l  s to p p in g  a r e  n o t  d is c u s s e d  h e re .
E x te n s io n s  a r e  g iv en  f o r  r e s u l t s  on o p t i o n a l  sk ip p in g  ( p p .309-311 [4] )  
and on o p t i o n a l  sam pling ( p p .365-379 [ 4 ] ) .  The main r e s u l t s  o f  th e  
c h a p te r  a r e  theorem s 6 ,1 .6  and 6 .2 .1 3  which g iv e  c o n d i t io n s  under which 
th e  m a r t in g a l e  p r o p e r t i e s  a re  p re s e rv e d  under o p t i o n a l  sk ip p in g  and 
sam pling . I t  has n o t  been found n e c e ss a ry  to  impose th e  c o n d i t io n  o f  
r e f l e x i v i t y .
1. O p tio n a l  Skipping
L et X be a Banach space and ( f t . F, ?)  a com plete  p r o b a b i l i t y  
sp ace .
4- +
Let (p sn e I. } d en o te  a B X -s to c h a s t ic  p ro c e ss  {p 3n e I  } n n - n
4
t o g e th e r  w i th  a sequence {$n;)n z * } o f  a - s u t : f i e ld s  o f  V.
L et {pn »^n »n E * -> have th e  fo l lo w in g  p r o p e r t i e s ?
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•f*[i] $ c $ if m < n for all m„n e I ,m — n =
[ii] 8(p ) c for every n e I+,n n
and [iii] $n) 3 = for every n e +^s
-4-Let {mn,n e l }  be a sequence of Ir.v. taking on integral values 
and having the following properties?
[iv] 1 < < ... < 00 P a.e.
I + 4-and [v] {u)|m (w) = k} e . if k > j for every j e I " k e I \{1}.
J k"*1
Hotation 6.1.1: The following shorthand notation will be used in this
section.
Define for all n5j e I s
^n(j) * {to|mn(to) = j} ,
^n(<j) = (tojm^ Cto) < j} ,
^n(<j) = (to|ran(to) < j},
^n(>j) = {to|mn(to) > j} s
and ft (>j) = {tolm (w) > i).n - 1 n = J
*4*For each n e I , define
p : to e ft p , . (w) n m (to)
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Definition 6.1.2:
.4- A 4*-,(p ,0 9n e I } is said to be transformed into {p ,n e I } n n n
by optional skipping.
Theorem 6.1.3:
Pft.(j) = 0 if i > j for all i,j e I+. i —
4*That is, Pf2,(<i) = 0 for every i e I . i —
Proof; The proof will be by induction. It follows from [iv] that
-fPft (<1) = 0. Take any n e I \{1} and assume that I —
Pft (<n) = 0. n =
[iv] implies that
&n(<j) ^  ^ n+1(D P a.e. for every j e I+ .
Hence, since the induction assumption implies that 
P^n (<j) = 0 for every j e Jn+1>
P^n+i^j) = 0 for everY j e Jn+1.
Therefore the conclusion of the theorem follows by induction.
hemark G.1.4: Theorem 6.1.3 implies that condition [v] can be replaced
by
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ft.(k) e for every j e I+ : k e I+\{1}.j x 1
Clearly ft^ (1) e for all i,j £ I .
Theorem 6.1.5';
A +(i) {p ,n £ I } is an X stochastic process.n
(ii) If M is an element of ß(p^>•..aPn)s then
W 0  ft^+ (^j) e i f°r every j e I \{l)r n e I
Proof
(i) For any n £ I+ and any A e ^(X)
00
p:X(a) = l fc"1 (A) fl« 00)n , nk=l
I (p“1(A)nnn00)
k=l
e r.
For each n £ I , there exists a P-negligible element A of T such
oo
that p (ft \ A ) is separable. Clearly A = 1 / A is a P-negligible n n i n
+ n=1element of T. And so for each n e l ,
p ( f ixA)=p Jl (fix H O B  (k))
k-X
U  P, (D (t)\J)
k-1 k n
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which is separable by theorems 7 and 8 of the appendix. Accordingly,
+for each n e I , p is Pa.e, separably-valued. Therefore 
Ä +{pn,n e l }  is an X-stochastic process.
(ii) If i e J , then [iv] implies that
p (^i(>j) OI ^n+1(j)) = 0 for every j e I+ .
And so for any A e 8(X)j j e I+ x{l}s and i e J [i],n
[ii], and remark 6.1.4 imply that
00pT1 (a ) n  ß ... (j) = I p, 1(a > n  ft, oo n  n - (j>
k=l
*1lc=l[ Pk_1(A) n  a (k>r> fin+1(j) P a.e.
Accordingly if C = (p ^(A)|i e J and A e B(X)}, then n i n
cr(C^  C*) (j)) C  for every j e I+\{1}. Moreover, since
+clearly ft e C^, theorem 4 of the appendix implies that for each j £ I
0<pn> n  W i > £ o(Cn n  W J))- 
Therefore part (ii) follows from the observation that 
G ^C n ^  =  • * >p n )*
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The f o l lo w in g  theo rem  i s  an e x t e n s i o n  o f  theo rem  2 .3  c h a p t e r  
V II  [ 4 ] ,  I t s  p r o o f  i s  an e x t e n s i o n  o f  Doob’ s .
~ - f
Theorem 6 . 1 . 6 r. I f  { p ^ ,n  e I  } i s  a  B X - s to c h a s t i c  p r o c e s s ,  
th e n
( i )  EE(pn+i I p i , • • • , p n )]  = [9] f o r  e v e ry  n e I  .
ä +
( i i )  {p >n e I  } i s  a B X - s to c h a s t i c  p r o c e s s  i f  e i t h e r  o f  t h en
f o l lo w in g  c o n d i t i o n s  i s  s a t i s f i e d .
C, : Each m. i s  bounded P a . e .  .
1 3
i T h e re  i s  a  f i n i t e  number K su c h  t h a t ,  f o r  e a ch  j  e I + ,
E ( l Ip n + 1 1 I I V  = K P a *e ° on
P r o o f :
A A
( i )  I f  M i s  an  e le m e n t  o f  B ( p ^ , .  . .  ,p ) ,  t h e n  i t  fo llox^s
from theorem  6 . 1 . 3  t h a t
oo
M = I  M Pi S7 ( j ) P a . e .  . 
j=n+2
Moreover theo rem  6 . 1 . 5  ( i i )  i m p l i e s  t h a t
M ^  ’ßn+l ^  £ fo r  e v e r y 3 e I + \  Jn+1*
A c c o rd in g ly  [ i i i ]  i m p l i e s  t h a t
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pn+ldP
MA V i<3) Pj dPHO Vi(j>
0 for every j e I \  J_
And so it follows from remarks 2.2.5 (vi) and (ix) that
pn+ldP
I
j=n+2 V l(j)
Ij=n+2 pn+ldPHO V i (j)
e.
Therefore, since M was arbitrary in ß(p_,...,p ), theorem 2.2.81 n
implies that
tE(pn+llpl,‘ * * ,pn^ = *
(ii) The hypothesis of implies that for each n e I
exists an integer N such that m < N P a.e. .n n = n
there
And so
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E ( | | p j I ) = l
k=l
Pkl|dP
fi (k)n
n
l
k=1fi (k)n
Pk l I dP
1 I E(||p.||)
k=l
< 00 for every n e I
A -|-
Therefore theorem 6.1.5 (i) implies that {p^sn e I } is a 
BX-stochastic process.
Under C^s for each n e I+ ,
E(!|pJ|)
00Ik=l (k)n l | P k l | d P
= J I IPx Ildp
nnU)
00
+ I
k=2
E(llpklll\_1)dP
ft (k) n
< 1 K pv k )= k=2
= K.
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T h e r e f o r e  theo rem  6 . 1 . 5  ( i )  im p l ie s  t h a t  {pn ,n  e i s  a B X - s to c h a s t i c
p r o c e s s .
2. O p t i o n a l  Sam pling
L e t  X be a Banach s p a c e ,  ( f i , r , P )  a co m p le te  p r o b a b i l i t y  
s p a c e ,  and T (£ )  and T ( t ) s u b s e t s  o f  t h e  e x te n d e d  r e a l s .
The f o l lo w in g  h y p o th e s e s  a r e  now made.
[ ± ] {£t j t  e T (£ )}  i s  an  X - s t o c h a s t i c  p r o c e s s .
[ i i ]  For  each  t  c T (6 )»  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a a - s u b f i e l d  $ o f  F 
w i th  t h e  f o l lo w in g  p r o p e r t i e s  1
(ä )  C  f o r  e v e ry  s e T (£ )  su c h  t h a t  s < t
and (b)
[ i i i ]  A lm ost a l l  sam ple  f u n c t i o n s  o f  th e  p r o c e s s  have  l i m i t s
from t h e  r i g h t ,
£ = l im  £ f o r  e v e ry  t  e T ( £ ) .
s + t  s
[ i v ]  {i^ot £ an  R~s t o c h a s t i c p r o c e s s  w i th  t h e  f o l lo w in g
p r o p e r t i e s :
(a )  f o r  each  a e T ( x ) ,  t (fi) C T ( 0 ,
a —
(b) t^Co)) i s  m onotone n o n - d e c r e a s in g  i n  a f o r  f i x e d  io, 
i f  a z T ( t ) , t h e n
{mix (m) < s} e $ ? f o r  e v e ry  s e T ( £ ) .
1 a  = s
and (c)
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N o ta tio n  6 . 2 . 1 ; The fo llo w in g  shorthand n o ta t io n  w i l l  be used in  t h is  
s e c t io n .
D e fin e  fo r  a l l  a , ß  e T (t ) and s , t  e T(£)>
S = { t  e T (^) I P{u) I T (o>) = t }  > 0 } ,  a  1 1 a
ft (S ) = {a) I t (io) e S } ,  a a 1 a a
ft ( s )  = {to j t (to) < s}  s, a 1 a  =
ft ( s ) v = { to IT ( go)  > s ) ,  a a
ft ( s , t )  = { to I s < T ( t o ) < t } ,  a ' a  =
ft (s) = ft (s) n ftis)* .a , ß a  ß
C le a r ly  S i s  c o u n ta b le  fo r  each a e T( t ) .  a
C o n sid er , fo r  each  a e T ( x ) ,  a £ : ft X s a t i s f y i n g
a,
K (to) a C . (to) i f  to e ft (S ) t (to) a aa
£ / \ (w)  i f  to i ft (S ) and i f  such a l im it  e x i s t s
t (to)-f ot a
A l l  th e  fu n c t io n s  s a t i s f y i n g  t h i s  are P -e q u iv a le n t  s in c e  th ey  can
o n ly  d i f f e r  from each o th e r  e i t h e r  on th e  P - n e g l ig ib le  s e t  corresp on d in g
to  th o se  sam ple fu n c t io n s  w hich may not have l im i t s  from th e  r ig h t  a t  a l l
t e T ( £ ) ,  or when x ta k e s  on (w ith  p r o b a b i l i t y  ze ro ) one o f  th e  a t m osta
cou n tab ly  many v a lu e s  in  T(£)  w hich are not l im i t  p o in ts  o f  T(£)  from
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the right. Since the choice, within P-equivalence, of a function is 
unimportant in what follows, it will be assumed that a particular one 
has been chosen for each a e T(t ). This function will be denoted by
v
Definition 6.2.2: {£ts$t>t e T(£)} is said tobe transformed into
{£ ,a e T(t )} by optional sampling.
Theorem 6.2.3: {£ ,a e T(t )} is an X-stochastic process.---------------  a
Proof: Let a e T(x). For each q e I+ , choose finitely many points
a(l,q) < a(2,q) < ... of T(£) in such a way that every point of 
[-q,q]T(£) is within distance 1/q of some a(j,q), that the 
infinite points of T(£), if any, are a(j,q)’s, and that if is not
empty, then the first q points of , enumerated in some order, are 
a(j ,q)'s . Define
£ : co ea,q ?a (i q ) if w e ^(a(l,q))
?a (j q )(“ ) if w e ft(a(j-1 ,q) ,a(j ,q) ) for j > 1
0 if co e Q ("max a(j,q))f 
3
It follows from [iv] (c) that £a ,q is a finitely-valued Xr.v. . In
fact it is an Xr.v.<±>*max a(j ,q) *
i
1 0 0 »
Moreover  i f  to’ e t t  (S ) ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  q '  e I + such  t h a t
a a
£ (oo 7 )  -  £  /  j \  ( t o ? )a»q  t (to )a
£ (a) ' )  f o r  e v e r y  q e I +>^J  t 
a q
T h e r e f o r e  l im  £ = r  on 01 (S ) .
„ a ; q a a aq^-oo
D e f in e
M = (to! !t (to) I < 009 T (to) i s  a r i g h t  
ot a a
l i m i t  p o i n t  o f  T ( £ ) ,  and l im  E, (to)
s i t  S
e x i s t s  f o r  e v e r y  t  e T ( f ) } \ 0  (S ) .
a a
L e t  to? £ M . Then t h e r e  e x i s t s  q ? e I + such  t h a t
a
t ( to' ) e [ - q , q] f o r  e v e r y  q £ I  \ J  a q
Hence t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s e q u en c e  { a ( i  , q ) , q  £ I  \  J  ,} such  t h a t
q q
to1 £ 0^ ( a ( j  - l , q )  , a ( j ^ , q ) )  f o r  e v e r y  q £
and l im  a ( i  , q) = t (to’ ) .
q aq-*»
And so l im  E (to?) = l im  E .(to? )a , q  a ( j  ,q)n->°° q->°° q
5t (co' )+ (“ ' ) a
5 (co?) a
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That is, lim £ = £ on M .a , q a aq->oo ^
Therefore, since P(fi (S ) (J M ) = 1, it follows that £ is an SXr.v.a a a a
Therefore, since a e T(x) was arbitrary, it follows from summary 2.1,5
(ii) that {£ , a eT(x)} is an X-stochastic process.a
Remark 6.2.4; The notation developed in the proof of theorem 6.2.3 will 
be used hereafter without comment.
a-fields will now be constructed with respect to which the £ 'sa>q
and the £^’s arG X-measurable. The construction depends only on
[ii] (a) and [iv] and so is precisely the same as Doob's on p.367 [4],
Fix a e T(x). For each q e I+ , let $ be the a-fieldot, q
generated by the P-negligible elements of V and by those of the form
A 0  {w I a < x (co) < b}a =
where b s T(£), A e , a is not necessarily finite, no oneb
of the first q points of S , enumerated in some order, is an 
interior point of (a,b]s and arctan b - arctan a < 1/q. If 
b = -°° e T(£), then we understand by the above
A O  (mix (w) = -«>} where A e $
Clearly {0 ,q e I+} is a monotone non-increasing sequence of
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P-complete a-subfields of T. And so if $ is defined as f Ha * ‘ a 5 aq
then it follows from theorem 3 (iii) of the appendix that is a
P-complete a-subfield of Y.
Since £ is plainly an Xr.v. $ for large enough q 5 it
CL 5 CJ CL •) IT
A A
follows that £ is an Xr.v. $ for every r. Therefore £ is a a,r a
an Xr.v. $ .a
Moreover it is proved on pp.367 and 368 [4] that {$ .a e T(t )}a
is a monotone non-decreasing sequence of a-subfields of F. Therefore 
the triple
U  ,a e T (t ) } a a
has the following properties:
(a) £ T(t )} is a monotone non-decreasing sequence of
P-complete a-subfields of Y which have been constructed from the 
elements of
{$. 5t e T(6)} and {x ,a £ T(x)} t a
£ T(x)} is an X-stochastic process such that
B(? ) C  $ for every a £ T(x) . a —  a
and (b)
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The following theorem is of major importance since it enables us 
to utilise results in [4] and in so doing it allows us to refer to the 
classical case for several proofs. Its proof is straight-forward and 
so will not be given.
Theorem 6.2.5:
(i) If for every t e T(£), £t is replaced by ||£ || in
[i] - [iv]s then the resulting hypotheses are equivalent to
OS.. - OS. on p.365 [4].1 4
( i i )  { I I I  I , t  e T( £) }  i s  transform ed in to  { | | £ | | ,<x e T(x) }  
by o p t io n a l  sam p ling .
(iii) {$ sa e T(x)} is identical with the corresponding class ina
[4].
The next theorem is simply a restatement of lemma 11.1 chapter VII [4].
Theorem 6.2.6: If a e T(x)9 s e T(£)? and A e $ , then-------------  a
A fl ß (s) e $ ? . a s
Remark 6.2.7: In the proof of lemma 11.1 chapter VII [4], Doob only
considers the a-fields that are generated by sets of the form
A = M D (col c1 < x (g o ) <  C-,}1 1 a = 2
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where c e T(£), c < c= 2 > and M z $ whereas <±>asq is generated not
only by these sets but also by the P-negligible elements of r .
Moreover if s e T(£) and s > c_, then [iv] (c) implies that
A f) (s) e $ ’ not $ as Doob claims. Therefore it is necessary to a s s
have rather than $ in the statement of theorem 6.2.6: howevers s
Doob does not indicate that this is so. On the other hand it seems likely 
that when on p.366 [4] he states that it is no restriction to assume 
that the elements of {$ ,t z T(£)} are P-complete he is in fact 
indicating that this will be assumed in what follows.
It will be assumed hereafter that
is an X-martingale satisfying [i], [ii], and [iii], and that it is 
transformed into
{VV“e T<T>}
by
{t ,a e T(t )} satisfying [iv]. a
Remark 6.2.8; It follows from theorem 6.2.5 (i) and theorem 3.2.7
U t,*t,t e T(£)}
that is a semi-martingale of non-negative
BRr.v. which satisfies OS^ - OS^ (p.365 [4]) and which dominates
(p.297 [4]) itself.
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The next theorem is an extension of lemma 11.2 chapter VII [4] in 
so far as it treats Xr.v. instead of Rr.v.j however it follows from 
definition 2.2.12, theorem 6.2„5S and remark 6.2.8 that it is an 
immediate consequence of Doob’s result.
Theorem 6.2.9: If a e T(x) and s e T(£)s then £ is integrablea
on fi^ (s) and the integrability is uniform in a. If s is an
a(jsq) for every q e I , then 2q e I } is uniformly integrablea,q
on fi^(s), and the degree of uniformity does not depend on a or on 
the choice of the a(j,q)’s.
Remark 6.2.10: If b = l.u.b.t c T(^), then we can put s = b in
teT(C)
theorem 6.2.9. It follows that if b = l.u.b.t e T(£)s then
teT(C)
e T(t)} is a uniformly integrable BX-stochastic process.
The following theorem is an extension of lemma 11.3 chapter VII [4]. 
Its proof is derived from Doob’s.
Theorem 6.2.11: If a sß e T(t ), a <3, s e T(£)s and A e $ ,- a
then
(i) !iadp = /5gdp + /csdp
A m  (s) A0Q (s) ACiQ ( s )a 3 a,3
(ii) /e dP = /c dP
J a J s
A09, (s) Afttt (s) a a
and
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Proof: Choose a(i9q)’s to match both x and x„, so that both----- J M a 3
E, and E, are now defindd for every q e I s so thatcx s q (3 > q
lim E, = E, P a.e. a ,q acfx» n
and
lim E, = 3 P a.e.,
q-x» ß
and so that for each q9 s is some a(j,q).
Define for each q e I+ ,
and
i>i»q
j »k»q
A n  ß (a(l,q)) ,a
A Cl n (a(j-lsq) 9a(j 9q)) for a
= A, n n (a(l,q)), isq 3
® A  ft ft^(a(k-l,q),a(k,q))
j £ I+ \{1}9
for j e I+ ; k £ such that k > js
M. . = A. 0  ft_(a(k9q))? for j 9k £ I+ such that k > j3 jksq j sq 3
Clearly the following relationships are valid for those j and m for 
which the terms are defined.
A . . + M . . = A .3>3>q j9j»q i»q
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and
\  -f- M = M .
j  »j-Hn 9q j , j - H n sq j  s j  + ( ra- l )  ,q
A lso  [ i v ]  (b) p l a i n l y  i m p l i e s  t h a t  f o r  any t  e T (£ )
ft ( t )  :> f t a ( t )
a — 3
and
( t )  = 4> -
3 «et
Moreover  i t  f o l l o w s  from [ i i ]  (a)  and theorem  6 . 2 . 6  t h a t  f o r  each
T+
q £ I  ,
A . e $ 5 , .  x f o r  j  e I  
J , q  a ( j , q )
A. , £ x f o r  i , k  £ I  such  t h a t  k > i3 , k , q  a ( k , q )  J =
and
M. . £ $ '  . x f o r  i , k  e I  such  t h a t  k  > i .3 >k,q a ( l c ,q )
Using t h e  m a r t i n g a l e  p r o p e r t y  o f  t h e  p r o c e s s  i t  folloxi/s t h a t  f o r  
e a ch  q s a , and j
f ^ . qd p = / 5 a ( j > q ) dP
A. A.
j *q i , q
/  S / .  Xdp + /  K xdPJ a (3 ,q )  J a (3 ,q)
A. .
J »J ?q
m . .
1 »1 >q
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/ £ sdP + / C /.,! >>dPJ a(jsq) J a(j+l,q)
A.j ,3 sq j ,j ,q
J £ .dP + / C xdPj a(j9q) J a(j+l,q)
A. . i >3 ,q A. ...1 5 3 +1 ? q
+ t K /.in xdP ./ a (j+1 ,q)
M" j ,j+i»q
It can easily be shown by induction that for any integer N > j 
such that a(N,q) exists that
'«..q® ■ J / 5a(k ,q)dP + / «.(«,,)"
A. ^  A. . M. ,,3»q 3 »k?q 3*N *q
1 S , q dP
A.. H  ß (a(N,q)) “j 5N,q3 * q p
+  ^ Sa(N,q)dP •
M.
Choosing N so that a(N,q) = s and summing over j e J^ T it follows 
that
/ £ dP = / F dP + / ir dPJ a9q J ß,q J s
AOfi (s) a A O  Q (s)p A O f i a ß (s)
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According to theorem 6.2.9 the integrands are uniformly integrable in q 
over the indicated integration sets. And so it follows from theorem 
2.2.21 that when q -* °° the above relation becomes
/ edp = / s dp + / e dp
A Ofl (s) a A O  (s)p A O ß  p(s) a , $
which is (i)
For each q e I+ , there exists an integer N such that
a(Nsq) = s.
Thus for each j e J
!  K dP =
J a,q
A. A.jsq jsq
/ 5 xdPJ a (j s q)
I Z fraJ a(N,q)
j >q
/ csdp
A.j 5q
Summing over j e it follows that
C dP a,q / ? dP
a n  (s)a A flfi (s) a
no.
It follows from theorems 6,2.9 and 2.2.21 that when q °° the 
above relation becomes
f E, dP = / £ dP
J a J s
Ann (s) A m  (s)a a
which is (ii).
The next theorem is an extension of theorem 11.6 chapter VII [4]. 
Its proof is derived from Doob’s.
Theorem 6.2.12: If b = l.u.b.t e T(£)s then {£ ,$ ,a £ T(t )}--------------  a a
is an X-martingele with
E(£^) = E(?t) for every a e T(t ) and t e T(£).
Proof: It follows from theorem 6.2.11 (i) that
dP = dP for every A e $ and a > ßi a
since [iv] (a) implies that
ft (b) = ft for every y e T(x) Y
Since this relation also implies that
6^ is a BXr.v. for every y e T(x), it is
clear that ,a e T(t )} possesses the requisite properties of ana a
X-martingale.
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It is an immediate consequence of theorem 6.2.11 (ii) that
E(6 ) = E(£ ) for every a e T(x) and t e T(£) a t
since both the 6^ process and the process are X-martingales.
The following theorem is the major result of the section. It 
demonstrates conditions under which an X-martingale is transformed into 
an X-martingale by optional sampling. It is an extension of theorem 
11.8 chapter VII [4] except that condition corresponds to
condition C^’ of that theorem. The proof of part (i) is derived from 
Doob1s.
Theorem 6.2.13: Suppose that l.u.b.t = b i T(£).
teT(5)
(i) If
(I) E (I I £ I I ) < 00 for every a £ T(t ) 
and it
(II) lim inf / ] 16 \ | dP = 0 for every a e T(x),
s^ b fi (s)'a
then (6 ,a e T(x)} is an X-martingale witha a
E(£ ) = E(£ ) for every a £ T(x) and t £ T(£). a t
(ii) Each of the following conditions implies the
validity of (I) and (II).
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,t C is uniformly integrable.
C- : Each t is P a.e. bounded from above by a value in T(£)» 2 a
C, : There is a constant K > 0 with the following properties.
T(0 contains the integers > K (but not b = »). For each 
integer n > K and each a e T(x),
E<l U  ,1 I M  U  I I I $ ) < 00 P a.e. on ß (n) ’.I I n+ 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 n a
Moreover E(|x |+x ) < 00 for every a e T(x).a a
: (I) is valid and there are a non-negative BR r.v. z and a 
sequence t^ < t^  < ... such that
t e T(£) for every n e I+ s t ->• b, n n
and
P{w| 1 U t(w)| I > I U t (w)|| - z(o))} = 1
n
for every t > t and n e I . J = n
Proof s
(i) If s e T(£)9 a,3eT(T)9 a > 3  9 and A e $ ? thena
theorem 6.2.11 (i) implies that
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(Ill) / £ dP = / £ dP + / € dP .J a  J 3 J s
Af\ß (s ) AAfi (s ) AA.fi (s)a 3 a ,3
b t T(0 implies that
(s)? -> 0 as s -> ba
and
P^ (s)! ->-0 as s -* b.p
Also, since (I) implies that £ and ? are BXr.v., it follows from
ot 3
remark 2.2.5 (x) that the set functions f E, dP and [ £ dP are stronglya A 3M M
absolutely continuous on T. Therefore it follows from remark 2.2.5 (ix) 
that
and
lim f K dP 
s->b
A O  ß (s)a
/ K dP i a
A A
lim / E dP = / E dP
s>*b
AOsig(s)
And so it follows from (III) and (II) that
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M/SadP - /CgdPlI = lim||/5adP
s*b
A D  ft (s)a
f Sdp 1
= lim inf | | JZ dP 
s+b ' a
a r\ ü (s)a
J?g dplI 
a n  fip(s)p
= lim inf\ \ jZ dP| j 
s-*b
a no.a ß(s)
= 0 .
Hence jz dP = Je dP for every A e $ and a >3 e T(£) such that
A A P 0t
a < ß .
It follows that (Z 9*1 ,a e T(t )} possesses the requisite propertiesa ot
of an X-martingale.
Also theorem 6.2.11 (ii) implies that
fZa dP = f zgdP for every s e T (Z) and a e T(x).
ft (s) ft (s)a a
Accordingly
I |E(C ) - E(C )| I = 11/5 dP 1 a s 1 1 J a
ft (s)?a
A sdP| I
ft (s) ? a
< A adp| I + ||/CsdP||
ft(s)f ft(s)’a a
Clearly
=  0
ß (s)' a
and
lim inf]|Je dP|| = 0  
s+b S
ß (s)?a
Also plainly j |E(£ ) - E (£ )|j is a constant for every s e T(£)0£ s
since the process is an X-martingale.
Accordingly
||E(Ca) “ E(Cs)|| = 0 for every s e T(£).
Therefore E(£ ) = E(£ ) for every a c T(x) and s £ T(£)° a s
(ii) It follows from remark 6.2.8 that C.7, and are
implied by the corresponding conditions of theorem 11.8 chapter VII [4], 
and that condition is implied by condition of theorem 11.8
chapter VII [4].
llmll/C dP|| 
s->b
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Appendix
This appendix contains various results concerning BRr.v.,
G-fields* and separable sets. These results have been collected here 
because they are required in the thesis, but are independent of its 
development.
Although several of these results are well-known, in different
forms, it seemed desirable to restate and prove them here in the
terminology of this thesis. The statements or proofs of the remainder
are not contained in those references with which I am familiar.
(Q,r,P) denotes a complete probability space.
The first theorem of this chapter was derived from theorem E §25 
Kalmo s [7].
Theorem Al: Let ® be a G-subfield of T and let f be a BRr.v.
If
then
/fdP = 0 for every A e $,
f = 0 P, a. e. .$
Proof: Clearly A^ = (w|f(w) > 0} e $
and
A^ = (a) j f (oj) < 0} e $
and so
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/ fdP = 0
Ai
and
f (-f)dP = 0.
Accordingly it follows from theorem D §25 [7] that A., and 
are P-negligible. Therefore
f = 0 P. a,e. .$
Theorem A2: Let § be a a-subfield of F and let f and g be
BR r.v. If
/fdP > |/gdP| for every A e
A A
then
f > Ul a.e. .
Proof? Clearly the hypothesis of the theorem implies that 
/ (f-g)dP > 0 for every A e $
and
I (f+g)dP > 0 for every A e $. 
Accordingly it follows that
{to! f (to ) < g(to)} and {a> | f (a>) < -g(w)}
are P-negligible elements of $. g P* a.e. . $Therefore f >
Theoreni A3; Let {$t>t e T} be a family of o-subfields of F with 
linear parameter set T such that
$ c s — t for all s,t e T  such that s < t.
Suppose that a = g.l.b.t i T 
teT
and b = l.u.b.
teT
t i T.
(i) If {s sn e I+} n* is any sequence in T which converges
to a, then
n  *t
teT
OO
■ n  $s •n=l n
(ii) If {s sn e I+} n is any sequence in T which converges
b, then
Therefore a ( l _ j $ ) = a ( ( l  $ )
teT n=l ^n
(iii) fl = *)' '
teT teT
(iv) a ( U  $') = (a(U * ))' .
teT teT
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Proof: The proofs of statements (i) and (ii) are straightforward and
so will not be given.
(iii) Clearly f) $ ' 2  ( 0  4> )' 
teT teT
and so only the opposite inclusion will be demonstrated. Let {s^} 
a monotone decreasing sequence in T which converges to a. It 
follows from part (i) that it is sufficient to prove that
n  *' c (H $ y .1 % s —  'I s n=l n n=l n
00
If A is any element of , then, for each n e I there exists
n=l n
and element A of $ such that n sn
P(A A A) = 0 . n
For each n e I+ , define
00 00Mn ■ U .0 Ak •m=n k=m
+ + Clearly M c $ for every n e I s and M = M for all m.n e I . n s  m nn
Therefore M (j $ . Moreover, since
-L Sn=l n
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M1 A A = [ ( J  f l  (AkS A ) ] U t O  U <A^Ak)]
m=l k=m m=l k=m
P(M A A) = 0.
Hence A e (Q  ö )v . Therefore
n=l n
n»;^<n »s )■ •n=l n n=l n
(iv) Clearly c({J §*) = (a((J $’))?
teT teT
and so
a(teT v) 5 ^ ( tyT *t»
Moreover5 plainly
Ccr( (J 4.))' D  U  K  ■ 
teT L teT
Accordingly it follows that
<o({J 4 ))’ 5 a( U 4’) .
teT teT
Theorem A4: Let W be an arbitrary non-empty space. If
subset of W and C is a non-empty class of subsets of W s
(i) o(C)fl A = crA(C n  A)
and
A is a 
then
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(ii) ö (C A  A) O  o (C f ) A) if s and only if, A £ o(C(l A). 
There is equality in (ii) if, and only if, A = W.
Proof:
(i) Clearly o ( C ) H  A is a o-field relative to A which 
contains C H  A. Therefore g (C) /~) A a , (C f'lA). Define V as 
the class of subsets of W such that D e V implies that
D 0  A c a,(C D  A) .A
Plainly V is a o-field which contains C. Hence V ' y o i C ) .  
Therefore a(C) A C V  f) A
C aA(C H  A).
(ii) The necessity of the condition is trivial and so is the 
necessary and sufficient condition for equality. So it remains to 
be shown that if A £ o(CO A), then
o (C 0 A) ^  oA (C 0 A) .
Parc (i) implies that
a (C f\ A) P\ A = a A ((C 0  A) n  A)
= a (C Pi A) .A.
Moreover A £ a(C fl A) implies that
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G (c n a) ^ g (c n A)n a.
Therefore o(C Pi A) i o (CH A).
rx
Theorem A 5 ; Let X be a Banach space and Y a subset of X. Then Y 
is separable if, and only if, Y is separable.
Proofr. The necessity is trivial. If Y is separables then there 
exists a countable subset Z of Y such that
Z = Y .
Clearly if Z C Y, then Y is separable and so the contrary will
be assumed. Put: Z n , Y into a sequence, {z^} say. For each
n e I* z e Y \Y and so for each pair of natural numbers (n,m) n
Let V = (Zfl Y ) U  ) {v }. Plainly V is a countable subsetw  n 9m n;m
of Y such that V = Y. Therefore Y is separable.
sets in X. If C  F^ and if F^ is separable, then F ? is
there exists an element vn ,m of Y such that
Theorem A 6 : Let X be a Banach space and let F^ and F^ be closed
separable.
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Proof° Since is separable, there exists a countable subset
Z of F^ such that Z = . Put Z into a sequence, {z^} say.
Then for every pair of natural numbers (nsm) such that F_ f] S, . (z ) i-2 1/m n
choose an element v of this intersection. Let V be the set ofn sm­
all v ?s which are defined. Clearly V is a countable subset n,m
of F0 such that V = F.?. Therefore F^ is separable.
The next theorem is a corollary of theorems 5 and 6 of the appendix.
Theorem A7: Let X be a Banach space. Then a subset of a separable
subset of X is separable.
The proof of the next theorem is straight-forward and so will not 
be given.
Theorem AS: Let X be a Banach space and {Y^,n e I } a family of 
separable subsets of X. If {Z^,n e I+} is a family of countable sub­
sets of X such that . for each n z I+
and
Z C  Y n —  n
then
Z = Y , n n'
lJ z  = (JY = (J Y • w  n w  n w  n
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Moreover, since such a {Z ,n e I } always exists, Y and
n
[J are always separable.
The proof of the next theorem was derived from that of theorem 2.8.5
[93.
Theorem A9s Let X be a Banach space and Y a countable subset of X. 
Then there exists
U*,n s I+} C X* n —
such that if x c Y, then
I IxI I = l.u.b. I< x ,£ * > 1.I n
ns I
Proof: Put Y into a sequence, {y^n z I+} say. By theorem 2.7.4
[9], for each n z I+ , there exists e X* such thatn
<y ,£*> = 11y I;n n 1 1 ^ n1
and
lie* 1 .
Let x be any element of Y. Then given £ > 0 there exists m e I 
such that
+
£ > ! l*-yj I > 1 lxl l~l |ymll I •
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That is, Ijym I I > I|x|! -5.
Accordingly
I M I >
> l<ym ^*>|-|<ym-x,e*>|
= I lyml I - !%-*.«£>I
> I Iy || - I Iy -xI I
> IMI - 26.
Since ||x|| > |<x,£*>| for every n c I+ , it follows that — n
I Ix j j = l.u.b. j <x,^> I . 
nel+
Let X be a Banach space and let its norm topology be denoted by 
t . If L is a closed linear manifold in X (p.36 [6]), then, since 
clearly its relative topology is identical with its norm topology, 
say, (L,t ^) is a Banach space.
Definition A10: (Ljt^) will be called a B-subspace of X.
Remark All;
(i) Clearly a subset A of L is separable in (L,t ?) if,
and only if, A is separable in (X,t ^).
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(ii) If L is determined by a countable set, then L is 
separable (II.1.4 [6] and II.1.5 [6]).
Definition A12; 8 (X)fl L will be called the relative Borel field
of (L, t ) .
Theorem A13: The Borel field of (Ljt^) is identical with the relative
Borel field of (L,t ?). That is,
aL (x2) = B(X) f>L.
Proof; Since the relative topology of L is identical with it
follows that
t2 = Ti n  L -
Therefore, since by notation 1.2(iii)
8(X) = q (t 1),
theorem 4 (i) of the appendix implies that
°L(t 2^  = aL^Ti ^  L';
= o (t .) f) L
8 (X) 0  L.
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V 5
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ll-ll. 
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Sample function, 57
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